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Organisms move to colonize new environments, reproduce, and find resources. 

Migration is a specialized type of movement that allows animals to track resources that 

are heterogeneous in space and time. Migration can take different forms according to 

the temporal periodicity and predictability of resource variation; partial migration, where 

a population includes both migrant and resident individuals, emerges in environments 

where seasonality is paired with year-to-year unpredictability of resources. While most 

of the research on partial migration to date has focused on how it is controlled at the 

individual level, our understanding of its ecological implications and adaptive value is 

still limited. This dissertation contributes to furthering our understanding of partial 

migration by focusing on a population of wood storks (Mycteria americana) in the 

southeastern U.S. as a study model. The overall objective of my work was to investigate 

the adaptive value of behavioral heterogeneity within the wood stork population in terms 

of migratory behavior; if different individual migratory strategies are associated with 

different fitness advantages, behavioral heterogeneity might help wood storks persist in 

the face of resource unpredictability and environmental change. I addressed the 

following specific objectives: 
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1. Provide a quantitative description of individual migration patterns in the wood 

stork population; 

2. Develop an analytical method to estimate reproductive outcome from 

movement data, to be used as a proxy for fitness; 

3. Assess whether individuals that differ in their migratory behavior also differ in 

terms of resource selection and fitness.  

My findings show that the wood stork population includes ~60% migrant and 

~40% resident individuals, thus establishing its status as partially migratory. Residents 

and migrants differ in their foraging-site selection during breeding, with residents 

foraging closer to urban areas than migrants do; foraging sites located closer to urban 

areas are also associated with higher reproductive outcome, estimated from individual 

movement data using the method I developed. Overall, these results suggest that partial 

migration may be an adaptive strategy in the wood stork population because, when 

migrants fail to reproduce because of unpredictably bad foraging conditions, the 

contribution of residents to recruitment may provide a smaller but more reliable 

demographic reservoir.  
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Movement is a fundamental component of the life history of virtually any living 

organism, and it plays a fundamental role in shaping ecological communities and 

enabling evolution; organisms move to spread and colonize new environments, to 

reproduce, and to track resources (Nathan et al. 2008). Movement ecology is the study 

of movement in living organisms and how it affects ecological dynamics (Nathan et al. 

2008). The work presented in this dissertation focuses on animal movement ecology 

(hereafter, simply “movement ecology”). While all studies in animal movement ecology 

have in common a focus on movement processes, they usually accomplish one of three 

main goals: pattern description, inference on underlying processes, or evaluation of the 

role of movement in ecological and evolutionary dynamics. First, in its most basic form, 

movement ecology is concerned with describing patterns of animal movement. While it 

may seem trivial, mapping movements of individuals or populations and describing their 

repeatability across space, time, and individuals establishes important baseline 

knowledge for both ecology and conservation (Hebblewhite and Haydon 2010). Second, 

much effort in movement ecology today is directed towards uncovering processes 

underlying movement. Individual movement patterns arise from behavior; therefore, the 

signature of underlying behavioral processes is locked away in the patterns of 

movement that we observe. By deciphering these patterns, researchers can unlock 

those behavioral signatures and transition from answering the question, “where do 

animals go?” to “what are animals doing?” This quest has propelled the field of 

movement ecology forward in recent years, with the development of several analytical 

techniques to segment individual trajectories into homogeneous behavioral units 
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(Gurarie et al. 2016, Edelhoff et al. 2016). Third, and ultimately, the goal of movement 

ecology is to evaluate the role of movement in driving and influencing both ecological 

and evolutionary processes. Movement couples spatio-temporal resource dynamics 

with animal distributions at several hierarchical levels, and thus plays a central role in 

population, community, and ecosystem dynamics. Understanding how individual 

movement decisions scale up to higher hierarchical levels is a major ongoing challenge 

that movement ecologists are currently undertaking (Jeltsch et al. 2013). This 

dissertation includes three chapters that exemplify the three ways of doing movement 

ecology described so far: pattern description (Chapter 2), inference on underlying 

processes (Chapter 3), and evaluation of the role of movement in ecological and 

evolutionary processes (Chapter 4).   

Specifically, the work presented in this dissertation focuses on partial migration. 

Migration is traditionally viewed as a periodical movement between separate areas that 

enable survival and reproduction at different times of the year (Dingle 1996); it has the 

function of allowing species to track resources that are heterogeneous in space and 

time (Dingle and Drake 2007). Partial migration is the condition where a population 

includes both migrant and resident individuals (Chapman et al. 2011). Migrants usually 

commute between separate seasonal ranges, while residents remain in a single range 

year-round. To date, much of the empirical research on partial migration has been 

focused on disentangling how it is controlled at the individual level, both through 

experimental (Biebach 1983, Berthold 1984) and observational studies (Ogonowski and 

Conway 2009, Hegemann et al. 2015). Other (mostly theoretical) studies have 

addressed the evolutionary underpinnings of partial migration, proposing hypotheses on 
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how it might arise and what advantages it may bring to populations (Lundberg 1988, 

Vélez-Espino et al. 2013). While the evidence for evolutionary mechanisms is still mixed 

(Pulido 2011), the fact that partial migration is an advantageous strategy in 

environments that are both seasonally variable and unpredictable is generally accepted 

(Dingle and Drake 2007, Newton 2012). Further, some have proposed that partial 

migration can be maintained over evolutionary time scales because it works as an 

evolutionarily stable strategy (Lundberg 1987, Kaitala et al. 1993), while others have 

suggested that it might be an intermediate form of migration for populations transitioning 

from complete migration to residency, or vice-versa (Bell 2000, Berthold 2001). Overall, 

very little empirical work has been conducted regarding the ecological implications of 

partial migration, which nonetheless constitute the inner workings of evolution. In 

particular, significant gaps remain regarding the relative advantages of different 

migratory behaviors within partially migratory populations, and therefore the adaptive 

significance of partial migration itself.  

Another limitation of our current understanding of partial migration is that most 

empirical research so far has been carried out on temperate species. Little is known 

about partial migration in tropical and sub-tropical species. Since seasonality of 

resources in non-temperate areas is often driven by rainfall rather than temperature, 

focusing on non-temperate species can help disentangle the role of seasonality in 

shaping migration strategies regardless of the specific environmental driver. This is an 

important piece of the puzzle to understand the adaptive significance of partial migration 

(Sekercioglu 2010).  
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Finally, the adaptive value of partial migration needs to be evaluated in relation to 

anthropogenic environmental change. Nowadays, virtually all natural environments on 

the planet are being altered by human activities. When addressing the adaptive 

significance of partial migration or any other movement phenomenon, scientists must 

now consider the newly emerging selective pressures that humans are imposing on 

wildlife populations (Fahrig 2007, Tucker et al. 2018). Accounting for these new 

selective pressures is as much of a necessity to make accurate predictions on future 

ecological responses as it is an opportunity to watch evolution happen in real time.  

This dissertation addresses partial migration using wood stork (Mycteria 

americana) as a study species. Wood storks are the only stork species breeding in 

North America (Coulter et al. 1999). Their species range includes wetlands of Latin 

America as well as the southeastern U.S., which is inhabited by a distinct population 

segment (USFWS 2014). Wood storks are an ideal study model to further our 

understanding of partial migration for several reasons: first, their range in the 

southeastern U.S. is at the ecotone of temperate and sub-tropical latitudes, with the 

bulk of the breeding grounds located at the southern extreme of the distribution 

(towards the sub-tropical end of the gradient; Coulter et al. 1999); second, wood storks 

rely on food sources whose seasonal fluctuations are driven by hydrological dynamics, 

rainfall especially (Kahl 1964); finally, wood storks inhabit one of the most heavily 

human-impacted states of the U.S. and are subject to emerging pressures from habitat 

degradation, loss, and introduction of novel resources.  

To address the ecological and adaptive implications of partial migration in wood 

storks, I leveraged an existing GPS-tracking dataset including 133 individuals and 
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spanning 14 years between 2004 and 2018. The strengths of this dataset lie in its size 

(in terms of number of individuals tracked) and temporal extent, as well as the fact that 

several individuals were tracked for multiple years in a row, which provided an 

opportunity to quantify year-to-year behavioral plasticity.  

The overall objective of my dissertation was to understand the adaptive 

significance of wood stork partial migration in the context of anthropogenic 

environmental change. Specific objectives were: 1) Describing migration patterns of 

wood storks, focusing on individual differences in migratory behaviors within the 

population (Chapter 2); 2) Developing a method to infer components of individual fitness 

from movement data (Chapter 3); 3) Evaluating fitness consequences of individual 

migratory behavior in a human-impacted landscape (Chapter 4). Therefore, Chapters 2 

and 3 provide the baseline information necessary for Chapter 4.  

Chapter 2 provides the first quantitative description of migration patterns in wood 

storks, formally establishing their status as partially migratory. Wood storks were 

previously known to undertake large-scale seasonal movements across their range, but 

they were labeled as “not true migrants” (Coulter et al. 1999), likely because of failure to 

identify seemingly irregular population movement patterns as due to individual variation 

in migration behavior. Using a state-of-the-art modeling approach, I classified individual 

migratory choices in each year as either migration or residency and evaluated the 

repeatability of migratory choices across years for each individual. Results of this 

chapter show that both migrant and resident individuals coexist within the wood stork 

population and that individuals are generally consistent in their migratory behavior 

across years, with a small reservoir of behavioral plasticity.  
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Chapter 3 introduces a method to estimate reproductive outcome from 

movement data. This was necessary to later quantify the fitness consequences of 

different migratory behaviors. Reproductive outcome is only one component of 

individual fitness; I used it as a proxy based on the known importance of reproduction 

for wood stork population dynamics (Frederick and Ogden 1997, Frederick et al. 2009). 

However, Chapter 3 does more than just serving the purpose of my specific case-study, 

by providing a tool to link movement and the reproductive component of fitness in any 

avian species that can be GPS-tracked and cares for their young. To demonstrate its 

broad applicability, in addition to wood storks I illustrated the use of the method to two 

more model species, the lesser kestrel (Falco naumanni) and the Mediterranean gull 

(Ichthyaetus melanocephalus), which all differ from one another in their breeding 

ecology.  

Finally, Chapter 4 combines results of the previous two, linking individual 

migratory behavior to its fitness consequences, mediated by habitat selection. 

Specifically, I examined the effect of foraging-site selection in relation to proximity to 

urban development on the reproductive component of fitness, quantified using nest 

survival as a proxy. By quantifying differences in habitat selection of migrants and 

residents and evaluating how this selection translates in terms of individual fitness, this 

chapter addresses the two necessary components for evolutionary responses to novel 

resources and circles back to the overall goal of this dissertation: evaluating the 

adaptive significance of wood stork partial migration in a human-altered environment.  

An important aspect of this dissertation is its focus on behavioral heterogeneity 

within the wood stork population, specifically in terms of migratory behavior, which had 
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not been described before and whose potential role in ecological and evolutionary 

processes had not been addressed. The focus on individual variation is an important 

perspective: ecologists today are directing growing attention to deviations rather than 

averages, recognizing that mean responses alone are rarely sufficient to explain the 

complexity of ecological feedbacks (Bolnick et al. 2011). For example, an increased 

attention to animal personalities (i.e., behavioral qualities of individuals that are 

consistent across situations and through time, Carere and Eens 2005) in recent years 

has yielded promising insight into a variety of ecological issues including population 

stability and resilience (Schindler et al. 2010), colonization and invasion dynamics 

(Chapple et al. 2012), disease transmission (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005), and human-

wildlife conflicts (Found and St. Clair 2016). The challenge of disentangling the great 

complexity of individual variation is potentially paid off by a leap forward in terms of 

realism and forecasting ability. The profusion of individual-level data that current 

ecological studies produce, especially tracking studies, is making more and more room 

for this focal shift; movement ecology has the potential of leading the way towards it. 

This is an exciting time to uncover the role of behavioral variability as an evolutionary 

reservoir that might allow wild populations to persist in a rapidly changing environment. 
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CHAPTER 2 
PARTIAL MIGRATION IN A SUBTROPICAL WADING BIRD IN THE SOUTHEASTERN 

U.S. 

Introduction 

Migration is a widespread phenomenon across taxa, including birds, and it has 

the function of allowing individuals to track resources whose distribution is 

heterogeneous in space and time (Dingle and Drake 2007). Different forms of migration 

arise in response to different patterns of resource variation (Dingle 1996, Van Moorter et 

al. 2013). In temperate areas, where seasonality is generally repeatable, migrations 

take the familiar form of back-and-forth movements between ranges that are resource-

rich at different times of the year (Cox 1985). However, even seemingly nomadic or 

irregular movements can be considered migrations if their function is to allow the 

exploitation of resources that do not follow seasonal fluctuations (Dingle 1996, Roshier 

et al. 2008, Van Moorter et al. 2013). For example, ephemeral resource outbreaks with 

no periodicity often lead to erratic migration (Kingsford et al. 2010). Some bird 

populations exhibit facultative migration when a key environmental factor that drives the 

availability of resources exceeds a critical threshold (Streich et al. 2006). Partial 

migration, when a population includes both migratory and resident individuals, often 

emerges when variability in the distribution of resources is paired with ecological trade-

offs – such as density-dependence, the energetic cost of migration, or predator 

avoidance (Chapman et al. 2011). Partial and facultative migration can also be 

combined, when a population includes both individuals that consistently migrate and 

individuals that only migrate in some years (Berthold 2001, Newton 2012). Individual 

variability in migratory behavior is associated to demographic consequences which 

allow different forms of partial migration to be maintained over evolutionary time scales 
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in spatially structured and seasonally variable environments (Reid et al. 2018). 

Altogether, migration is a complex phenomenon encompassing a wide spectrum of 

behaviors which manifest as adaptations to different patterns of resource heterogeneity 

in space and time (Dingle and Drake 2007).  

Generally, less conventional forms of migration are thought to be associated with 

unpredictable environments, of which wetlands are a prime example (Fletcher and 

Koford 2004, Niemuth et al. 2006, Sergio et al. 2011). Variation in resource distribution 

can happen quickly and over broad scales in wetland ecosystems (Kushlan 1986, 

Weller 1999). Besides within-year variability, many wetland systems are characterized 

by unpredictability of local conditions between years (Niemuth and Solberg 2003, Sergio 

et al. 2011). Accordingly, wetland-dwelling birds evolved high mobility as an adaptation 

to resources that pulsate unpredictably across the landscape (Haig et al. 1998, Poiani 

2006). Many wading bird species (where by “wading birds” we collectively refer to 

Pelecaniformes, Ciconiiformes, Gruiformes, and Phoenicopteriformes; Hegemann et al. 

2019) undertake large-scale movements to exploit temporary resource breakouts 

across the landscape (Kushlan 1981), and such movements can take many different 

forms and often present intra-specific differences as well (Frederick and Ogden 1997, 

Melvin et al. 1999, Beerens 2008).  

Because they inhabit environments where resource unpredictability is brought to 

an extreme, wading birds seem to be a natural choice as model species to learn about 

the adaptive relations between migratory patterns and resource distribution. This is 

especially true for species inhabiting tropical and sub-tropical wetlands, where 

seasonality is fundamentally driven by rainfall rather than by temperature (Junk 1993). 
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Recent literature has advocated for an increased focus on non-temperate species to 

deepen our understanding of migration as an adaptation to resource fluctuations in 

different contexts (Sekercioglu 2010). Nonetheless, few studies have explicitly 

quantified migration patterns of wading bird species (but see Mckilligan et al. 1993 for 

an example on cattle egrets, Bubulcus ibis) and, to our knowledge, none in non-

temperate areas. In this paper, we provide a quantitative description of migratory 

patterns of a subtropical wading bird in the southeastern U.S., the wood stork (Mycteria 

americana). 

Wood storks are distributed in the southeastern U.S. (hereafter, the Southeast), 

east of Mississippi and as far north as North Carolina (Coulter et al. 1999). Wood storks 

can travel remarkably long distances over short time frames and with low energy 

expenditure by soaring (Kahl 1964, Ogden et al. 1978). This is an adaptation to high 

heterogeneity and unpredictability of food resources, which are an important driver of 

wood stork population responses (Frederick and Ogden 2001, Gawlik 2002, Herring 

2008). Wood storks are tactile foragers that feed almost exclusively on fish (Kahl 1964, 

Ogden et al. 1976, Kushlan 1986). For them to forage efficiently, prey need to be highly 

concentrated (Kahl 1964, Kushlan 1986, Gawlik 2002). As a result of local differences in 

hydrological dynamics, high fish concentrations occur at different times and in different 

locations within wetland systems in the wood stork range, and they are generally 

ephemeral (Loftus and Eklund 1994, Frederick et al. 2009, Botson et al. 2016). For 

example, in the Florida Everglades, where historically most wood stork nesting activities 

occurred in the U.S. (Frederick and Ogden 1997), high water levels promote the growth 

of fish populations during the rainy season (DeAngelis et al. 2010, Botson et al. 2016). 
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Then, as the water recedes in the dry season, retention of pockets of water in shallow 

depressions across the landscape concentrates fish, making them available for birds 

(Kahl 1964, Kushlan 1986, Frederick et al. 2009). The result is a spatio-temporally 

heterogeneous mosaic of foraging habitat, where food availability changes rapidly 

through time and space due to the interaction of hydrology and topography (Chick et al. 

2004, Ruetz et al. 2005, DeAngelis et al. 2005). Other wetland systems in the Southeast 

may present different phenologies and mechanisms of food concentration, but their 

hydrological dynamics are also largely influenced by rainfall patterns, affecting the 

distribution of resources (Snodgrass et al. 1996, Baber et al. 2002).  

Wood stork movements reflect patterns of resource availability at fine spatio-

temporal scales. For example, during the breeding season, wood storks move long 

distances from breeding colonies to foraging grounds to accommodate shifting resource 

availability patterns (Kahl 1964, Ogden 1986, Bryan and Coulter 1987). At a broad 

spatio-temporal scale, the annual range of wood storks includes wetlands located in 

different states that are subject to different, sometimes asynchronous, and usually 

unpredictable rainfall patterns (Frederick et al. 2009). For example, southern Florida is a 

winter dry, summer wet monsoonal system, while much of the rest of the southeast gets 

most of its rainfall in winter and dries during summer months. Because their range 

includes wetland systems subject to different climatic regimes, local conditions within 

seasonal ranges used by wood storks are characterized by high year-to-year 

unpredictability as well (Gawlik 2002, Frederick et al. 2009). Landscape-scale 

movements of wood storks might respond to heterogeneity in food resources at this 
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scale similarly to how fine scale movements reflect heterogeneity in food availability 

patterns within seasonal ranges.  

Landscape-scale movements of wood storks remain poorly understood. Previous 

literature reported large scale movements of wood storks between different parts of their 

U.S. range in different seasons, but defined the species as “not a true migrant” (Coulter 

et al. 1999). Indication that movements between different areas within the range are 

repeated year after year, thus presenting typical migration features, was provided by a 

study on juveniles (Hylton 2004). Other tracking studies have described fine-scale 

movements (Borkhataria et al. 2013) or dispersal (Bryan et al. 2008, Picardi et al. 2018), 

but not migration. Overall, we lack a formal understanding of the migratory status of the 

wood stork population.  

The objective of this study was to address the outlined knowledge gaps by 

providing an individual-based, quantitative description of wood stork migratory patterns 

in the Southeast. By leveraging a large, long-term GPS-tracking database, we 

quantified migratory behavior of a large number of individuals over 14 years and 

evaluated behavioral consistency across years at the individual level. We determined 

correlations between migratory behavior and life-history traits including age and sex. 

We mapped seasonal distribution patterns of wood storks as a result of migration 

patterns and quantified individual site-fidelity. Our results provide the first individual-

based documentation of migration patterns in a subtropical wading bird. 

Methods 

Study Area and Species 

The wood stork population range in the Southeast encompasses both temperate 

and sub-tropical latitudes, with marked differences in climate between the northern and 
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southern portions. In the southernmost part of the range (southern Florida), seasonality 

of rainfall is the most distinctive climatic feature; annual precipitation is concentrated 

between the months of May and October, and seasonal fluctuations in temperature are 

not pronounced (Kahl 1964). At higher latitudes, the climate is more typically temperate, 

with cool winters, hot summers, and less marked seasonality of precipitation. Within this 

geographical area, wood storks are found in a diversity of wetland habitats, ranging 

from freshwater marshes and swamps (Kahl 1964), to coastal and estuarine creeks 

(Gaines et al. 1998), to natural and artificial ponds (Coulter and Bryan 1993). Wood 

stork are the only stork species breeding in North America (Coulter et al. 1999). They 

are large, long-legged wading birds between 85 and 115 cm tall (Coulter et al. 1999). 

Sexual dimorphism is not pronounced (Coulter et al. 1999). Neck and head are covered 

in feathers in subadults and are gradually lost with age; sexual maturity is reached at 3 

years of age (Coulter et al. 1999).  

Wood Stork Captures and Data Collection 

We used GPS telemetry to track wood stork individual movements throughout 

the population range (centroid 28.8967°N, 81.3310°E) between 2004 and 2017. Wood 

storks were captured at 11 sites throughout the population range (Figure 2-1; Table 2-1) 

either by hand (in the case of juveniles) or using rocket nets. Juveniles were hand-

captured at the nest before fledging, whereas adults were captured either in the 

advanced stages of breeding or while non-breeding. Whenever reasonable, we 

extracted <0.5 ml of blood from the brachial vein for sexing. Captured storks were 

hooded to reduce stress during handling and equipped with solar-powered ARGOS-PTT 

GPS transmitters (Microwave Telemetry, Columbia, MD), which are not limited by 

battery life. The transmitters were programmed to record a location every hour. Each 
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individual was tracked until death or failure of the GPS transmitter, between 1 and 10 

consecutive years.  

Operational Definitions 

We operationally defined migration as a round-trip between ranges that were 

spatially separated and used at different times during the year – thus implying return to 

the initial range. We defined migratory choice as a binary variable at the year level, 

namely whether an individual migrated or not in a given year. We then combined 

migratory choices for an individual in different years to assess multi-year migratory 

strategies. Thus, we defined migratory strategy as the history of yearly migratory 

choices of an individual. For example, an individual whose migratory choice is migration 

every year adopts a pure migrant strategy, or an individual whose migratory choice is 

different in different years shows a facultative migrant strategy.  

Classification of Migratory Behavior 

We used GPS tracking data to investigate individual migratory choices based on 

net squared displacement (NSD), i.e. the squared linear distance between any point 

along a movement trajectory and an arbitrarily chosen starting point (Kareiva and 

Shigesada 1983, Calenge et al. 2009). This metric provides an intuitive measure of how 

far an individual is from a reference point in space at any time (Kareiva and Shigesada 

1983, Calenge et al. 2009). To classify wood stork migratory behavior at the yearly 

scale, we used a modeling approach adapted from a method first introduced by 

Bunnefeld et al. (2011) and later improved by Spitz et al. (2017). The approach consists 

of fitting a set of non-linear models to yearly individual NSD time series and selecting 

the one that best fits the data using AIC. For the purpose of our study, following our 

binary definition of migratory choice, we took two possible models into consideration: a 
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migrant model and a resident model (Figure 2-2; see Spitz et al. 2017 for details on 

model specification). In the migrant model, the yearly time series of NSD follows a 

double sigmoid curve, indicating initial residency in one range (initial low NSD phase), 

displacement to a second (high NSD phase), and subsequent return to the initial range 

(final low NSD phase; Figure 2-2). The departure range is whichever range an individual 

was located in at the arbitrarily chosen reference time that marks the start of the 

trajectory. The resident model is represented by a horizontal asymptotic curve, 

indicating permanence in a single range after an initial phase of increase of NSD until 

settlement around a constant value (Figure 2-2). We applied model selection based on 

Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) differences on these two competing models to 

classify wood stork annual trajectories and determine migratory choice. The analysis 

was performed in R (R Core Team 2018) using functions implemented in the migrateR 

package (Spitz et al. 2017).  

Data Preparation 

After visual exploration of the trajectories, we divided the tracking data into yearly 

individual trajectories starting on January 15th, to minimize the probability of the starting 

point falling within a migration (following recommendations in Spitz et al. 2017). We 

used the R packages adehabitatLT (Calenge 2006) and rpostgisLT (Dukai et al. 2016) 

for data processing and exploration, respectively. We screened the resulting yearly 

individual trajectories to assess whether they included sufficient data for model fitting. In 

order to ensure detection of migrations, we set the minimum data requirements for an 

individual-year to at least 15 locations every 4 months (Jan-Apr, May-Aug, Sep-Dec). 

The resulting dataset consisted of 212 individual-years from 66 storks, of which 20 had 
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a single individual-year and 46 had multiple individual-years (range = 2-10, mean = 3.96 

± 1.73 SD).  

A-priori Model Constraints 

Following recommendations in Spitz et al. (2017), we enforced a-priori 

constraints in the model parameters to satisfy the following quantitative characterization 

of migration: for an individual to be considered a migrant on a given year, it has to 

spend at least 60 days in a range at least 260 km away from the departure range. The 

chosen spatial threshold corresponds to double the maximum distance documented for 

wood stork trips from the colony to foraging grounds (130 km; Kahl 1964, Ogden et al. 

1978), which is presumably a distance that storks are able to cover within their everyday 

movements. Thus, this value seems appropriate to discriminate between the scale of 

within- versus between-ranges movements. Temporal fluctuations of resource 

availability usually occur with seasonal (i.e. multiple months) periodicity at a broad 

spatial scale in the wood stork population range, which is expected to reflect in the 

emergence of migration as a seasonal phenomenon. The function of repeatedly tracking 

resource availability over broad spatial and temporal scales is what distinguishes 

migration from other types of movements which were not the focus of this study. Thus, 

the chosen temporal threshold of approximately 2 months has the purpose of preventing 

brief but spatially broad excursion movements, which are functionally different from 

migration, from being misclassified as migrations. We performed a sensitivity analysis 

on the use of different constraint values (see Appendix A) and found both the chosen 

spatial and temporal thresholds to be conservative, since classification results were 

robust to the use of a broad range of values around the chosen one, within a range of 

biologically meaningful values. 
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Stepwise Specification of Starting Parameter Values 

In addition to specifying constraints for two of the model parameters as described 

above, we ensured model convergence on all trajectories by progressively specifying 

different starting values for model parameters, following recommendations in Spitz et al. 

(2017). These include, for the migrant model, the midpoint of the departing migratory 

movement, the duration of the migratory movement, the permanence time in the arrival 

range, and the distance between seasonal ranges (Spitz et al. 2017). For the resident 

model, parameters include the average NSD of the resident range and the rate of the 

initial NSD increase (Spitz et al. 2017). Stepwise manual specification of starting 

parameter values facilitates parameter optimization, helping to overcome commonly 

encountered convergence issues due to the use of a single set of starting values for all 

trajectories in a sample (Spitz et al. 2017). All models converged after 21 iterations with 

a different set of starting parameters (see Appendix B).  

Post-hoc Model Evaluation 

Following recommendations in Spitz et al. (2017), we visually inspected results of 

model fitting as a post hoc evaluation. While the minimum data requirements we chose 

were adequate in most cases (200 individual-years), for 12 individual-years the 

placement of the 15+ locations within the first or third quadrimester did not allow for an 

unequivocal classification (see Appendix C). The most common issue was failure to 

classify seemingly migratory individual-years as migrants because of insufficient 

temporal cover of the data (n = 8): while the first range shift was identified, the return 

movement from the second range and the subsequent residency back in the first range 

were not captured in the data, resulting in a poor fit of both the migrant and the resident 

model. Conversely, 4 individual-years that did not seem to exhibit migratory behavior, 
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and were thus classified as residents, had similar limitations in terms of temporal cover 

of data that did not allow for reliable classification: we cannot exclude that migrations 

were not observed because they simply happened outside of the tracking period. 

Therefore, we discarded these 12 individual-years from further analyses. Out of the 

remaining 200 individual-years, 2 consecutive years for one migrant individual were 

erroneously classified as residents because the individual migrated over the start of the 

new tracking year, resulting in the migratory movement being split into two. For this 

individual only, we repeated model fitting and selection after splitting the yearly 

trajectories on December 1st instead of January 15th. Finally, by visual comparison 

between model output and mapped trajectories, we identified 2 individual-years that 

were classified as migrations as controversial cases. These individuals continuously 

performed movements at a broader spatial scale than other resident individuals in the 

sample, but without a clear pattern of seasonal periodicity or spatial separation. 

Because these movements did not fit the chosen definition of migration, we manually 

assigned these individual-years to the resident category.  

Seasonal Distributions, Range Fidelity, and Migratory Consistency 

The output of the NSD models provided estimates for key migratory parameters, 

including the time of migration start and end where applicable. Based on these, we 

subsetted individual tracking datasets into residency and migration phases. For migrant 

individuals, we computed seasonal home ranges (winter and summer) using locations 

during residency phases only (i.e., excluding locations during migration trips). For 

resident individuals, we computed both year-round home ranges, and seasonal home 

ranges using locations included between the mean spring and fall migration dates 

observed in the population. All home ranges were computed using the kernel density 
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estimation method, extracting the 90% density isopleth of the utilization distribution, as 

recommended by Börger et al. (2006), using the R package adehabitatHR (Calenge 

2006). We used linear mixed models to assess differences in home range size between 

migrants and residents in each season while taking individual variation into account. We 

log-transformed home range size before fitting the model. We fit an interaction between 

season and migratory behavior and added the individual identity as a random effect. We 

evaluated model predictions at the fixed effects level to assess differences between 

migrants and residents in different seasons. We evaluated model fit using the pseudo-

R2 method of Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2013). For individuals that were tracked for 

multiple years (n = 46), we investigated seasonal range fidelity using home range 

overlap, with 1 representing perfect overlap and 0 representing disjunct ranges. For 

summer and winter separately, we computed the percent area of overlap between all 

pairwise combinations of ranges of each individual, and averaged them in a synthetic 

value of individual site fidelity. Finally, we quantified migration strategies at the 

individual level by modeling migratory choices of an individual in different years as a 

binomial process. Using the binomial likelihood, we computed maximum likelihood 

estimates of individual migration probability along with 95% confidence intervals. Values 

reported in the Results are means ± SD. 

Results 

Migratory Choices and Strategies 

The final classification of wood stork migratory choices consisted of 200 

individual-years from 64 individuals (15 captured as juveniles of unknown sex, 25 adult 

females, and 24 adult males), of which 121 were migrations (~60%) and 79 (~40%) 

residencies. The maximum likelihood estimates of migration probability, which describe 
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individual migratory strategies, were 1 for 36 individuals (of which 27 tracked for multiple 

years), 0 for 22 (of which 13 tracked for multiple years), and between 0 and 1 for 6 (all 

tracked for multiple years; Figure 2-3). Confidence intervals around the estimates of 

migration probability were large due to the limited number of tracking years (range 1-

10). Among the individuals tracked for multiple years, 40 showed consistent migratory 

choices across years, thus adopting a pure migrant (~59%) or pure resident strategy 

(~28%), while 6 (~13%) showed variable migratory choices across years. Among pure 

migrants, 15 were male and 16 female (5 were of unknown sex); among pure residents, 

6 were male and 7 female (8 were of unknown sex); among individuals with variable 

migratory choices, 3 were male and 2 female (2 were of unknown sex). Among the 15 

storks that were captured as juveniles, 8 were tracked into subsequent years as 

subadults (n = 8) or adults (n = 2). Of these, 6 exhibited consistent behavior across 

years (3 pure migrants and 3 pure residents), while 2 showed variable migratory 

choices in different years. Overall, we found no correlation between individual migratory 

choices and age or sex. 

Migration Routes and Timing 

The mean departure dates were May 7th and October 2nd for spring (n = 121) and 

fall migrations (n = 121), respectively. The distribution of migration departure dates was 

bimodal in spring, with a peak in late March and one in June (Figure 2-4 A), while 

departure dates in fall showed an early surge followed by a single peak in mid-October 

(Figure 2-4 A). Storks followed two general migration routes along the east and west 

coastline of Florida, with the east one used more in spring and the west in fall (Figure 2-

4 B). 
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Seasonal Ranges and Population Distribution 

The overall population distribution was highly dispersed throughout the 

Southeast in summer, while highly concentrated in south Florida in winter (Figure 2-5). 

However, the year-round ranges of resident individuals were concentrated in a few 

hotspots in southeast Florida and in the Jacksonville area (Figure 2-6). Therefore, 

migrant individuals are responsible for most of the spread across the Southeast pictured 

in the left panel of Figure 2-5. The interaction between season and migratory behavior 

significantly affected home range size (p < 0.05). The marginal R2 was 0.07 and the 

conditional R2 was 0.44, suggesting that individual variability explained most of the 

variance rather than the fixed effects. Migrants, but not residents, showed larger 

seasonal ranges in winter than in summer (Figure 2-7). Migrant winter ranges were 

larger than both summer and winter ranges of residents (Figure 2-7). Wood storks 

exhibited moderate range fidelity (migrants = 0.51 ± 0.37 and residents = 0.62 ± 0.38 in 

winter, migrants = 0.51 ± 0.43 and residents = 0.61 ± 0.41 in summer). 

Discussion 

We provided an individual-based quantitative description of migratory patterns in 

a subtropical wading bird, the wood stork, in the southeastern U.S. Our findings 

revealed that the population is partially migratory, with a group of individuals that 

seasonally commute between spatially distinct ranges and others that remain resident in 

the same area year-round. Migration and residency appeared to be alternative choices 

adopted by different individuals, but less frequently by the same individuals in different 

years. Thus, the population exhibits a combination of partial and facultative migration. 

Between-year consistency of migratory choices was high for most storks, but flexible 

behavior of a few individuals provided an indication of the potential for plastic 
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responses. The coexistence of different migratory strategies in wood storks may be an 

adaptation to high spatio-temporal heterogeneity and unpredictability of resource 

availability within their range. Partial migration has been increasingly recognized as a 

widespread form of migration across taxa, if not the most common (Chapman et al. 

2011). Our findings provide the first individual-based description of migration patterns in 

a subtropical wading bird.  

Our analysis of migratory strategies at the individual level revealed three 

strategies in the wood stork population: consistent migration, consistent residency, and 

an intermediate, flexible behavior of facultative migration (Figure 2-3). Individuals 

adopting different migratory strategies also differed in their collective seasonal 

distribution. The distribution of migrants was widely dispersed across the Southeast in 

the summer and densely concentrated in south Florida in the winter (see overall 

distribution in Figure 2-5). This is consistent with previous literature on wood stork 

seasonal movements (Kahl 1964, Coulter et al. 1999). Migrants likely relocate to south 

Florida to exploit the winter pulse of food availability in the Everglades as rains cease, 

pools are isolated and reduced in extent and depth, and fishes are more concentrated 

and available, and then move north when the rains start, dispersing prey (Kahl 1964, 

Kushlan 1986). Migration to southern Florida in the winter may also be driven by 

reduced prey availability in the northern part of the range because of cold temperatures 

(Frederick and Loftus 1993).  

It is unclear whether all migrant storks that spend the winter in south Florida also 

attempt to nest there. The bimodal distribution we observed for departure dates in the 

spring (Figure 2-4 A) might result from the fact that some of the migrants leave the 
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winter grounds in south Florida early to go breed elsewhere. An alternative explanation 

is that among migrant wood storks that attempt to nest in south Florida, those that fail 

go back to their summer ranges before those that are successful and stay longer to care 

for their offspring. The existence of different migratory strategies within the population, 

and particularly of facultative migrants, also suggests that wood storks may behave as 

“comparison shoppers” when selecting general areas for nesting on any given year. 

Variable migratory patterns may be associated with variable choices of nesting locations 

as well, based on a relative comparison of conditions in different parts of the population 

range. The routes followed by migrant storks varied between seasons, possibly as a 

response to seasonal variation of thermal air currents which may determine least-cost 

migratory paths for soaring birds (Kahl 1964, Bohrer et al. 2012, Vansteelant et al. 

2017; Figure 2-4 B).  

The degree of seasonal range fidelity we observed for migrants suggested that 

storks tended to repeatedly use the same areas across years, both in winter and 

summer. For comparison, values of home range overlap corresponding to highest year-

to-year breeding site fidelity for wild turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo; Badyaev and Faust 

1996), on one hand, and capercaillie (Tetrao urogallus; Storch 1997) and Egyptian 

vultures (Neophron percnopterus; López-López et al. 2014), on the other, are smaller or 

comparable, respectively, to those we found for wood stork ranges in both seasons. We 

found that home range size can vary widely for the same individual in different years, 

possibly according to the degree of dispersion of food resources (Ford 1983, Zabel et 

al. 1995, Schradin et al. 2010). Consequently, overlap between ranges in different years 

was rarely exact, but storks tended to return to the same general area equally in 
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summer and winter. Range fidelity may be a critical adaptation to achieve reliable 

access to resources (Switzer 1993, Vergara et al. 2006), but it might entail susceptibility 

to changes in habitat quality, which may lead birds into an ecological trap if they remain 

faithful to areas that were formerly suitable but deteriorated (Schlaepfer et al. 2002, 

Weldon and Haddad 2005, Lok et al. 2011).  

We observed the highest density of year-round residents in southeast Florida – 

near the northern Everglades and urban coastal areas – and in Jacksonville (Figure 2-

6). Neither of these areas appeared to be intensively used by migrants. The hotspot of 

resident distribution we observed in the northern Everglades overlaps with the 

Everglades Agricultural Area (EAA) and Loxahatchee National Wildlife Refuge (i.e. 

Water Conservation Area (WCA) 1; Figure 2-6). Water levels are artificially managed 

throughout the EAA and WCAs through a system of levees and canals according to 

agricultural schedules and water supply or flood protection needs (Bancroft et al. 2002, 

Pearlstine et al. 2005). The EAA covers former marsh habitat which was converted to 

agricultural use starting in the mid-1900s (Pearlstine et al. 2005). In the EAA, whole 

fields are periodically flooded as part of their crop rotation strategy, often in coincidence 

with the beginning of the rainy season and rapidly rising water levels in the Everglades 

(Schueneman et al. 2001, Sizemore 2009, Sizemore and Main 2012). Canals and 

ditches are periodically drawn down in response to crop needs, and this may provide 

patches of concentrated fish for foraging wading birds (Pearlstine et al. 2005). The 

WCAs were impounded in the 1960s with the double purpose of providing water for 

agricultural and municipal use and flood protection (Light et al. 1989, Light and Dineen 

1994). Loxahatchee National Wildlife Refuge is composed of different vegetation 
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communities and characterized by greater micro-topographic relief than other parts of 

the Everglades, which may provide suitable foraging habitat for storks over a wider 

temporal range than in situations of uniform topography (Hoffman et al. 1994, Bancroft 

et al. 2002). The high density of year-round residents we observed in Loxahatchee and 

the EAA may be ascribed to these features of topography and artificial flooding-and-

drying schedules which may result in foraging chances even out of season and out of 

sync with natural water-level regimes.  

We hypothesize that the high concentration of residents near urban areas might 

be partly linked to the exploitation of supplemental food sources provided deliberately or 

unintendedly by humans. Resident wood storks in the Jacksonville area were captured 

at the Jacksonville Zoo. These storks are wild and free-roaming, but regularly receive 

food supplementation (Bear D., Jacksonville Zoo, personal communication). The high 

density of storks we observed in Jacksonville might be an artifact of the unequal number 

of tracked storks at different capture sites, but remarkably most storks captured at the 

Jacksonville Zoo were consistently resident (7 out of 9). We do not have any direct 

evidence of food supplementation for storks in southeast Florida, but this is one of the 

most densely populated urban areas in the Southeast and likely presents several 

supplementation opportunities. Landfills are a possible source of supplemental food, 

and there is growing evidence that their use by bird populations, including bald eagles 

(Haliaeetus leucocephalus, Turrin et al. 2015), yellow-legged gulls (Larus michahellis, 

Egunez et al. 2017), and white storks (Ciconia ciconia, Gilbert et al. 2016), is increasing 

in different parts of the world. White ibises (Eudocimus albus) have been increasingly 

observed in the same urban areas of south Florida where we observed the highest 
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concentration of resident storks (Hernandez et al. 2016), and a recent study showed 

that they heavily rely on artificial food provisioning in urban parks and landfills (Murray 

et al. 2018). We have anecdotal evidence of wood storks regularly being hand-fed and 

eating trash in urban environments (Picardi S., personal observation), and ongoing 

studies on the diet of chicks in urban colonies in southeast Florida have revealed 

consumption of a diversity of human-derived food that may come from landfills and 

other sources of trash (Evans B., personal communication). Together, these clues lead 

us to hypothesize that the availability of supplemental food sources of an artificial nature 

might be playing a role in determining the distribution of resident storks.  

The wood stork population is facing environmental change pressures in many 

regards, from alterations of the natural hydrological dynamics in the Everglades 

(Kushlan 1987, Sklar et al. 2001, 2005) to increasing urbanization (Hefner and Brown 

1984, Reynolds 2001, Terando et al. 2014), to which the population might respond in 

the long run by altering migratory patterns. This is an increasingly documented 

phenomenon in bird populations in response to various drivers, including climate 

change, changes in resource phenology, and supplemental feeding (Cotton 2003, 

Visser et al. 2009, Satterfield et al. 2018). Changes in migratory patterns might be 

expected both through adaptation and behavioral plasticity (Pulido 2007, Ghalambor et 

al. 2007, Charmantier and Gienapp 2013). Our analysis on consistency of individual 

migration choices across years highlighted that most of the population (87% of 

individuals among those monitored over several years) showed highly consistent yearly 

migratory choices (Figure 2-3). Notably, the inference we can draw from our data in this 

sense is limited by the fact that individuals were tracked for only a few years each, if 
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more than one. However, a small proportion of individuals (13% of those monitored over 

several years) showed some degree of plasticity, making different migratory choices in 

different years and behaving as facultative migrants (Figure 2-3). Thus, storks seem to 

be able to adjust their migratory strategies within the course of a lifetime, implying some 

potential for plastic changes of migratory behavior at the population level.  

Understanding the adaptive significance of partial migration requires a 

comprehensive assessment of how species inhabiting different ecosystems differ in 

their migration patterns. By looking at which populations exhibit partial migration or not, 

researchers can comparatively assess which characteristics of environmental variability 

lead to its emergence. Studies on multiple species across avian orders have highlighted 

that partial migration is associated with environments where resource distribution is 

unstable and highly variable between years (Chan 2001, Jahn et al. 2012). For this 

reason, most comparative studies of ecological drivers of avian partial migration have 

focused on the Australian continent, whose trademark is high climatic variability and 

unpredictability (Chan 2001). Wetlands worldwide are another prime example of 

heterogeneous and unpredictable environments. Thus, wading birds are good model 

species to evaluate predictions on partial migration in relation to unpredictable 

resources, and yet their migration patterns are understudied. To our knowledge, among 

wading bird species and before the present study, partial migration patterns have only 

been described at the individual level in a population of cattle egrets in the temperate 

zone of eastern Australia (Mckilligan et al. 1993). While we did not directly analyze 

resources in this paper, seasonality of resource availability within the wood stork range 

has been described in detail by previous studies, which have established broad-scale 
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annual patterns of resource dynamics in the Southeast (Kahl 1964, Kushlan 1986, 

Frederick and Ogden 1997). In agreement with previous literature, our findings 

exemplify that in a highly heterogeneous and unpredictable environment, where the 

availability of key resources varies substantially between years according to variations 

in rainfall patterns, a combination of partial and facultative migration may be 

advantageous. Partial migration may buffer between-year stochasticity in survival or 

reproduction, if the conditions that promote fitness of migrants are different than those 

of residents. Concurrently, the behavioral flexibility of facultative migrants may work as 

a reservoir of plasticity, improving population responses to year-to-year variation and 

allowing rapid change of migratory patterns in response to environmental change. 

Future research should focus on explicitly testing this hypothesis.
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Table 2-1. Number of individuals tagged at each capture site. Adults = age >3 years; 
Subadults = age between 1 and 3 years; Juveniles = age <1 year. 

Capture site N. captures N. adults N. subadults N. juveniles 

Chew Mill 2 - 1 1 

Corkscrew 
Swamp 
Sanctuary 

4 4 - - 

Everglades 
National Park 

9 9 - - 

Harris Neck 
NWR 

10 8 1 1 

Jacksonville 
Zoo 

9 9 - - 

Kings Bay Naval 
Base 

1 - - 1 

Noxubee NWR 2 2 - - 

Palm Beach 
SWA 

14 6 4 4 

St Mary’s 1 1 - - 

Washo 
Preserve 

9 9 - - 

Welaka Fish 
Hatchery 

3 3 - - 
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Figure 2-1. Map of the study area, located within the breeding range of the southeastern 

U.S. wood stork population. The letters indicate capture sites. A = Chew Mill 
Pond, B = Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary, C = Everglades National Park, D = 
Harris Neck National Wildlife Refuge, E = Jacksonville Zoo, F = Kings Bay 
Naval Base, G = Noxubee National Wildlife Refuge, H = Palm Beach Solid 
Waste Authority, I = St. Mary’s, J = Washo Preserve, K = Welaka Fish 
Hatchery. The colored polygons depict the boundaries of relevant 
management units within the Everglades watershed. Blue polygon = 
Everglades Agricultural Area, Purple polygon = Loxahatchee National Wildlife 
Refuge, Green polygon = Water Conservation Areas 2 and 3, Yellow polygon 
= Everglades National Park.  
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Figure 2-2. Conceptual illustration of non-linear models of Net Squared Displacement 
used to classify wood stork migratory behavior at the year scale. Resident 
model in purple, migrant model in blue. Figure adapted from Bunnefeld et al. 
(2011) and Spitz et al. (2017).  
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Figure 2-3. Maximum likelihood estimates of individual migration probabilities with 95% 

confidence intervals. Colors vary on a gradient according to the values of 
migration probability. The size of the points is proportional to the number of 
tracking years for each individual.   
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Figure 2-4. Wood stork migration routes and timing. (A) Frequency distribution of 

departure times for spring (purple) and fall (blue) migration. (B) Routes of 
migration for spring (purple, left panel) and fall (blue, right panel).   
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Figure 2-5. Heat maps of wood stork population distribution. Summer = left panel, winter 

= right panel. Seasonal ranges of both migrant and resident individuals are 
included. Home ranges used in different years are overlaid. Most of the 
seasonal difference in distribution is due to migrant individuals because 
residents spend the whole year in a single range (Figure 2-6).   
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Figure 2-6. Heat map of year-round distribution of resident wood storks. Yearly ranges 

used by resident individuals in different years are overlaid. The black outlines 
depict the boundaries of Everglades Agricultural Area (left polygon) and 
Loxahatchee National Wildlife Refuge (right polygon).  
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Figure 2-7. Model predictions for seasonal range size of wood storks. Migrants = left, 
residents = right; summer = purple, winter = blue.  
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CHAPTER 3 
NEST-SITE DETECTION AND ESTIMATION OF AVIAN REPRODUCTIVE OUTCOME 

FROM GPS-TRACKING DATA 

Introduction 

A major goal of movement ecology is to uncover behaviors underlying, and thus 

shaping, movement trajectories (Schick et al. 2008, Nathan et al. 2008, Wilmers et al. 

2015). New methodologies are increasingly allowing scientists to uncover latent 

processes underlying movement and space-use patterns, such as migratory responses 

to seasonality (Spitz et al. 2017), spatio-temporal repeatability of behaviors (Bracis et al. 

2018), and demography (Royle et al. 2018). Knowing what animals are doing when 

moving a certain way can improve our understanding of the links between movement 

and resource dynamics, species interactions, distribution, and individual fitness (Mueller 

and Fagan 2008, Schick et al. 2008, Morales et al. 2010). Given the central role of 

fitness in ecological and evolutionary processes, estimating it from movement patterns 

is a long-sought goal (Morales et al. 2010, Singh and Ericsson 2014). Specifically, 

connecting movement to reproduction, an important component of fitness, is a 

promising emerging application. For example, recent studies used changes in 

movement patterns to detect parturition events along ungulate GPS (Global Positioning 

System) tracks, particularly moose (Alces alces; Severud et al. 2015, Nicholson et al. 

2019) and caribou (Rangifer tarandus; DeMars et al. 2013, Bonar et al. 2018). However, 

to our knowledge, no study has attempted to infer avian reproductive fitness from 

movement data.  

Recursive movement patterns can reveal when and where birds are breeding, 

and whether they are successful. Recursive movements are repeated returns to a same 

location, and they are indicative of places of ecological relevance for many taxa, such 
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as dens, nests, and foraging patches (Berger-Tal and Bar-David 2015, Bracis et al. 

2018). Recursive movement patterns can also provide insight into life-history: some 

animals are tied to specific locations in specific phases of their life cycle and exhibit 

recursive movements to and from those locations (Bracis et al. 2018). These include 

altricial birds. While breeding, altricial bird species act as central place foragers (sensu 

Orians and Pearson 1979), recursively departing from their nest site to embark on 

foraging trips and returning to incubate eggs or provide food for nestlings (Andersson 

1981, Alonso et al. 1994, Burke and Montevecchi 2009). Back-and-forth trips can 

therefore be observed in movement data and potentially used to identify when and 

where a bird is nesting. Once the location of a nest has been identified, patterns of nest-

site re-visitation may reveal information about the fate of a breeding attempt and may be 

used to infer reproductive outcome.  

Estimating avian reproductive outcome from tracking data can be valuable 

whenever gathering data on reproductive outcome through direct observation in the field 

is logistically difficult or causes excessive disturbance (Etterson et al. 2011, Wilmers et 

al. 2015, Nicholson et al. 2019). Moreover, linking reproductive outcome to foraging 

conditions can be challenging when nests are monitored in the field and researchers do 

not have information on locations visited by birds away from the nest. Inferring 

reproductive outcome from movement would allow researchers to directly relate 

components of individual fitness to environmental conditions experienced by birds not 

only at the nest but also at other locations used during breeding, by coupling tracking 

data with remote sensing (Cagnacci et al. 2010, Pettorelli et al. 2014). This would open 
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important research avenues regarding links between movement strategies, habitat use, 

and reproductive fitness.  

Here, we introduce a data-driven method to locate breeding attempts along 

movement trajectories of altricial bird species and estimate their outcome based on 

patterns of nest re-visitation. We demonstrate the broad applicability of our approach by 

illustrating its use on GPS-tracking data for three species differing in their breeding 

habitat and ecology: wood storks (Mycteria americana), lesser kestrels (Falco 

naumanni), and Mediterranean gulls (Ichthyaetus melanocephalus). 

Methods 

Method Description 

Nest-site detection  

Our workflow is composed of two parts: first, the detection of nest sites, and 

second, the estimation of reproductive outcome (Figure 3-1). Nest sites are identified as 

repeatedly visited locations along individual trajectories (Figure 3-1). Returns to a 

location are defined as returns to a circular area of a user-defined radius buffering each 

point of the trajectory. Using buffers accounts for the spatial scattering of GPS points 

around a location due to both behavior and GPS error (Frair et al. 2010). The buffer size 

sets the spatial scale at which re-visitation patterns are calculated and is chosen 

according to the expected scale of movements, which should be small in the case of a 

nest (compared, for example, to returns to a same foraging area but not exact location). 

Re-visitation patterns are described by the following set of parameters: the maximum 

number of consecutive days a location is visited; the percentage of days it is visited 

between the first and last visit; and the percent fixes at a location on the day with 

maximum attendance. Each re-visited location is a potential nest site. Parameter values 
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are then used as diagnostic features to filter actual nest sites among re-visited 

locations, based on the rationale that re-visitation patterns differ between nest and non-

nest sites. Nest sites are often visited for longer stretches of consecutive days, on more 

days, and more frequently or for longer within a day than other types of re-visited 

locations. The parameters we use to describe re-visitation patterns are meant to capture 

these diagnostic behaviors and identify nest sites among re-visited locations. 

Combined, an appropriate buffer size and the thresholds imposed for re-visitation 

parameters should isolate breeding behavior from other types of repetitive movements 

such as foray search (Conradt et al. 2003) and territoriality (Brown et al. 2000). The 

method can be tailored to different case studies by restricting the analysis within the 

breeding season for a given species and accounting for data sampling rate and fix 

failure rate.  

Unless prior knowledge is available about re-visitation patterns to nest sites, 

researchers will need ways to inform their choice of parameter values used for 

identifying nest sites among re-visited locations (Figure 3-1). If the true location of nests 

is known for a subset of the data, researchers can compare re-visitation patterns at 

known nest sites to those of non-nest sites and find one or more sets of parameter 

values to discriminate between them. If on-ground data are not directly available, an 

alternative is to visually explore the data and identify trusted nest sites, where possible. 

For example, likely nest sites may be recognized in some species based on habitat 

features or proximity to known breeding colonies. Once known or trusted nest sites are 

identified, non-nest sites can be selected based on a criterion of temporal overlap; 

locations re-visited simultaneously with a breeding attempt can be considered non-nest 
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sites, assuming birds cannot breed in two places at the same time (which may not be 

true in all study systems).  

Several approaches are possible to identify sets of parameter values to 

distinguish nest from non-nest sites. We propose one based on Classification And 

Regression Trees (CART; De’ath and Fabricius 2000). We apply CART to a dataset of 

known nest and non-nest sites, and prune the tree to the optimal number of nodes 

based on a minimum relative error criterion (De’ath and Fabricius 2000). More 

sophisticated classification tools, such as random forests (Breiman 2001), may also be 

appropriate for this task, but CART has the advantage of providing outputs that are easy 

to interpret biologically. CART identifies one or more sets of parameter values that best 

discriminate between nest and non-nest sites, which is then applied to the complete set 

of re-visited locations to identify nest sites among them (Figure 3-1). In case of temporal 

overlap between breeding attempts that satisfy the criteria, and again assuming birds 

cannot breed in two places at the same time, the recommended option is to pick the 

most visited candidate and discard the rest. For each nest site, we compile a history of 

nest re-visitation, in the form of a presence/absence time series (0/1 for each GPS 

point), which is then used to estimate the outcome of each breeding attempt. 

Reproductive outcome estimation 

The outcome of each identified breeding attempt is estimated using a Bayesian 

hierarchical modeling approach (Figure 3-1). We define success as survival of at least 

one nestling until fledging and failure to none. A breeding attempt is considered 

successful if the nest site was visited until the end of a complete breeding cycle for the 

focal species, which includes nest-building, egg-laying, incubation, and chick-rearing 

until the nestlings reach autonomy and no longer receive parental care. Nest survival is 
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estimated based on patterns of nest-site re-visitation, taking into account imperfect 

detection of nest visits and missing fixes. The MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) 

algorithm is implemented in JAGS (Plummer 2003) via the R package ‘rjags’ (Plummer 

2018). 

The model specification includes two processes: the survival process, which is 

not directly observable, and the observation process, which is the re-visitation history. 

Much like a Bayesian implementation of a Cormack-Jolly-Seber capture-mark-recapture 

model (Lebreton et al. 1992, Schaub and Royle 2014), the latent nest survival variable, 

z, is modeled as a Bernoulli variable at the daily scale as a function of survival status 

and daily survival probability, φ, at the previous time-step: 

𝑧𝑡 ∼ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛(𝑧𝑡−1 × 𝜙𝑡−1)  

Observed visits on a given day are modeled as a binomial variable as a function 

of current nest survival status, probability of visit detection, p, and number of GPS fixes 

available, N, on day t: 

𝑌𝑡 ∼ 𝐵𝑖𝑛(𝑁𝑡, 𝑧𝑡 × 𝑝𝑡)  

Where the probability of detection is conditional to N and to the nest being alive 

on that day: 

𝑝𝑡 = 𝑃𝑟(𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑|𝑧𝑡 = 1,𝑁𝑡)  

Reproductive outcome is defined as the probability P that the nest was still 

surviving on the last day of the theoretical duration of a complete breeding attempt, T: 

𝑃 = 𝑃𝑟(𝑧𝑇 = 1)  

Both survival and detection probability are modeled using a binomial Generalized 

Linear Model (GLM) as a function of the day of the attempt: 
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𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝜙𝑡) = 𝛽𝜙0
+ 𝛽𝜙1

× 𝑡  

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑝𝑡) = 𝛽𝑝0 + 𝛽𝑝1 × 𝑡  

The model is fully specified by using uninformative priors on the β parameters, in 

this case a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and precision of 1e-5. In the current 

implementation, daily survival and detection are assumed to be the same for all nests in 

the population. The model outputs daily estimates of survival and detection probability 

at the population level, as well as daily survival estimates for each breeding attempt 

along with credible intervals.  

Assumptions underlying this model include: birds are tracked for the entire 

duration T of a complete nesting attempt (if birds were tagged part-way through an 

attempt, T needs to be adjusted by subtracting the age of the nest (in days) at tagging); 

the GPS tag does not permanently fail before the end of the attempt; parents visit the 

nest until fledging, or nestling mortality is negligible between the time when parental 

care is interrupted and fledging; parents stop visiting a nest after failing. 

Software Description 

Our method is implemented in the R package 'nestR' 

(https://github.com/picardis/nestR; Picardi et al. 2019b). The package includes functions 

to implement each step of the described workflow (Figure 3-1). The function 

‘find_nests()’ is used to identify re-visited locations and nest sites among them. An 

interactive visualization tool for dynamic exploration of re-visited locations is available in 

the form of a Shiny application launched by the function ‘explore_nests()’. Exploratory 

data on nest and non-nest sites is compiled using the function ‘get_explodata()’ and 

used to identify parameter values for the detection of nests using the function 

https://github.com/picardis/nestR
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‘discriminate_nests()’. Once nests are identified, re-visitation histories are formatted 

using the function ‘format_attempts()’ for input in ‘estimate_outcomes()’, the function for 

estimating the outcome of breeding attempts. The package also includes several 

functions for plotting and summarizing results (‘summarize_outcomes()’, 

‘plot_nest_surv()’, ‘plot_survival()’, ‘plot_detection()’; Figure 3-1). For a thorough 

description of package structure and features, we direct the reader to the 'nestR' 

package vignette. 

Study Cases 

We applied our method to GPS-tracking data for 148 individual-years for wood 

storks (henceforth storks), 56 for lesser kestrels (henceforth kestrels) and 29 for 

Mediterranean gulls (henceforth gulls; Table 3-1). All tags were solar-powered and 

recorded fixes primarily during daytime. Details about devices, settings, harnesses, and 

study areas regarding storks and kestrels can be found in Borkhataria et al. (2008) and 

Cecere et al. (2018), respectively. To find nest sites, we restricted the analysis to the 

breeding season only for each species (Table 3-1). While both kestrels and gulls have a 

well-defined breeding season between April and August in our study areas (Snow et al. 

1997), storks in the southeastern U.S. can breed at slightly different times of the year 

depending on latitude (Coulter et al. 1999; Table 3-1). In this case, we used a 

conservative approach and only excluded the period where no breeding activities were 

expected to occur anywhere in the range.  

Given the spatial resolution of the GPS data (Table 3-1) and the expected scale 

of movements around the nest site for all three species, we used a buffer of 40 m 

around each GPS position. We initially screened trajectories for any re-visited locations 

using non-constraining values for parameters describing re-visitation patterns (thus not 
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applying any filtering). We then used on-ground data on known nest locations to select 

true nests and non-nest sites from the re-visited locations. Kestrels and gulls were 

captured at the nest site (Table 3-1), so the location of the nest was known. For storks, 

on-ground data on nest locations was available for 10 individual-years (Bear D., 

unpublished data). We explored the remaining stork trajectories and identified those for 

which the top visited location was at a known breeding colony (data from U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service 2018). We marked these as trusted and treated them as known nest 

sites for the rest of the analysis.  

We used CART to compare re-visitation patterns between nest and non-nest 

sites, and used the resulting sets of parameter values to filter nest sites among re-

visited locations in the trajectories of breeding individuals. We only retained individual-

years where data exceeded the minimum number of consecutive days visited indicated 

by CART (Table 3-1). Even when CART did not suggest that the number of consecutive 

days visited was an important predictor of true nest sites, we chose a reasonable value 

to use as a threshold for this parameter, as we did not expect to have enough power to 

discern nest from non-nest sites for attempts that failed in the first handful of days. We 

only retained the candidate with the most visits among any sets of breeding attempts 

that were temporally overlapping. We used non-breeder trajectories (sub-adults in the 

case of storks, non-breeding season data in the case of kestrels and gulls) to validate 

our results against false positives. We calculated positive predictive value of our 

algorithm as the percentage of nest sites that were known among those we found for 

each species; sensitivity as the percentage of known nest sites that were identified; 

false negative rate as the percentage of known nest sites that we failed to identify; and 
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false positive rate as the percentage of non-breeding individual-years for which we 

erroneously identified a nest site. 

We fit the nest survival model described above to estimate the outcome of 

identified breeding attempts, using only individual-years for which the tag was active 

throughout the attempt to meet model assumptions (Table 3-1). Since kestrels and gulls 

were captured after they had already started breeding (immediately after hatching and 

in late incubation, respectively, although the exact age of the nest at tagging was 

unknown), the initial part of every breeding attempt was missing from the data. To 

account for this, we subtracted the theoretical number of days until hatching (for 

kestrels, 25 days) and late incubation (for gulls, 20 days) from the value of T (Table 3-

1). We evaluated performance of the method by comparing survival estimates to known 

outcomes. 

Results 

The initial screening with no filtering identified 9871 re-visited locations (i.e., 

potential nest sites) for storks, 511 for kestrels, and 1379 for gulls. Results from CART 

showed that the optimal set of parameter values to discriminate nest from non-nest sites 

was 14 minimum consecutive days visited and 79% minimum nest attendance on the 

top day for storks, 7 minimum consecutive days visited for kestrels, and 26% minimum 

attendance on the top day for gulls (Figure 3-2). Because CART did not indicate a 

minimum number of consecutive days visited for gulls, we added a reasonable 

constraint for this value by exploring the data and determining which value would allow 

us to rule out most non-nest sites while retaining most nest sites (8 days). By filtering re-

visited locations using these parameter values, we identified 109 nest sites for storks, 

45 for kestrels, and 30 for gulls, which closely matched the number of nest sites we 
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were expecting to find (Table 3-1). As a consequence, the positive predictive value of 

the algorithm ranged between 73-100%, the sensitivity between 87-92%, and the false 

negative rate between 8-12% for the three species (Table 3-2). The false positive rate 

was 7% for storks and 0% for gulls but reached 44% for kestrels (Table 3-2). The 

probability of detecting nest visits decreased throughout the breeding attempt for all 

three species, while survival remained constant (Figure 3-3). We correctly estimated the 

outcome of 100% of breeding attempts for gulls and 86% for kestrels (1 failure and 2 

successes incorrectly estimated; Figure 3-4). No data on true outcomes were available 

for storks, therefore we were unable to verify survival estimates for this species. 

Discussion 

We presented a data-driven method to identify nest-site locations of altricial avian 

species and estimate the outcome of breeding attempts based on GPS-tracking data. 

This is among the first attempts to infer the reproductive component of fitness from 

telemetry data (DeMars et al. 2013), and to our knowledge, the first applied to birds. We 

demonstrated the broad applicability of our method by illustrating its use on GPS-

tracking data from three species which differ in their breeding behavior and ecology, 

including a subtropical wading bird, a small steppe raptor, and a seabird. 

Nest-Site Detection 

Our nest-site detection method performed well for all three species, allowing us 

to correctly identify most or all known nest sites from movement trajectories of breeding 

individuals. As a cautionary note for interpreting nest detection results, we reiterate that 

most nest locations we treated as known for storks were trusted nest sites for which we 

did not have on-ground confirmation but that were located in known colonies (97 out of 

107). We achieved high positive predictive value (73-100%) and sensitivity (87-92%) for 
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all species. Importantly, the positive predictive value quantifies how many of the nest 

sites we found were known, which does not necessarily imply that the remaining were 

non-nest sites: it is possible that those we were unable to confirm for storks and gulls 

included second attempts (true but unknown nest sites) in addition to non-nest sites, as 

both species may attempt to breed again at a different location if their first clutch fails 

early in the season. In support of this possibility, all unknown nest sites we found for 

gulls were from birds whose known attempt failed early on, and they were thus plausible 

second attempts. The same might be true for storks, although we did not have on-

ground data to confirm it. False negative rates were low for all species (8-12%) and 

mostly associated with early failures: 2 out of 2 nest sites that we failed to identify for 

gulls and 2 out of 5 for kestrels corresponded to attempts that failed before the enforced 

limit of consecutive days visited (as early as the day after tagging in the case of gulls). 

This may be true for storks as well, where the breeding attempts we were unable to 

identify might have failed before the 14-day mark. Not identifying breeding attempts 

whose duration does not exceed the minimum constraint applied is a logical implication 

of the approach rather than a failure of the algorithm. The remaining 3 nest sites that we 

were unable to identify for kestrels did not fail within the first week, but were never 

visited for 7 consecutive days. False positives were none or negligible for gulls and 

storks (0% and 7% respectively), but reached 44% for kestrels. This is likely explained 

by species-specific behavior: non-breeding kestrels spend long stretches of time and 

consecutive days on a perch while scanning for prey or resting. Distinguishing these 

patterns of attendance and re-visitation from those of a nest might be challenging 
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without applying restrictions based on seasonality and geographical area (e.g., breeding 

versus wintering range).  

Error rates for nest-site identification vary in importance depending on the study 

objectives. If the objective is to estimate reproductive outcome, ensuring that attempts 

are not missed should receive priority over avoiding the selection of non-nest sites. Any 

re-visited location that gets erroneously identified as a nest site would likely be 

classified as a failed attempt eventually anyway. In this case, we suggest that 

researchers may want to focus on minimizing false negatives. Conversely, if the 

objective of a study is, for instance, to analyze factors associated with nest-site 

selection, minimizing false positives should be the priority.  

Once on-ground data on nest locations are used to identify parameter values to 

distinguish nests among re-visited locations, these parameter values can then be 

applied to new individuals of the same species for which on-ground information is not 

available, assuming other data characteristics are the same. If CART is the tool of 

choice to inform the choice of parameter values, we recommend that classification 

thresholds in output should be used with caution, and considered more as range 

indications than as clear-cut rules. We also recommend that parameter values 

suggested by CART should be critically evaluated for their biological significance before 

use, and that adjustments should be made as needed based on knowledge of the 

species biology. Future efforts to improve our method for the identification of nest 

locations will include incorporating uncertainty in our estimates of nest sites, allowing us 

to interpret classification results in a probabilistic framework. 
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Reproductive Outcome Estimation 

We correctly estimated reproductive outcome of 100% of breeding attempts for 

gulls and 86% for kestrels, with probability of success estimated as P > 0.97 for true 

successes and as P = 0 for true failures. The remaining attempts were two successes 

that we estimated as failures (P <= 0.3) and one failure that we estimated as a success 

(P = 0.98). The two attempts that we erroneously estimated as failures corresponded to 

one male and one female kestrel whose original clutch included four eggs and was 

partially lost, leading to two and one fledglings, respectively. When the brood is 

reduced, remaining nestlings may grow more rapidly and lead to a faster completion of 

the breeding cycle, which may have compromised our ability to detect these attempts as 

successful as they did not reach the benchmark T = 60. Specifically, one of the two 

attempts was completed within 27 days of tagging, which corresponds to T = 52. 

However, the other attempt was completed within 33 days of tagging, corresponding to 

T = 58, which is a similar duration to other successful attempts that we estimated 

correctly. In this case, our inability to recognize the attempt as successful might have 

depended on behavioral differences between parents, whereby the male we were 

tracking might have interrupted parental care before the female did. This result 

highlights the importance of taking into account sex differences in breeding behavior, 

where that applies. For example, in species exhibiting uniparental care, inference 

should only be based on the sex that carries out parental care. The failed attempt that 

we erroneously estimated as successful corresponded to a male that occasionally 

visited the nest site after failing, thus violating one of the assumptions of our model. 

Unfortunately, this was the only failed attempt for kestrels in our dataset, which makes it 

difficult to generalize our ability to estimate nest failures for this species. Overall, the 
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three instances of incorrect estimation might suggest that model assumptions, such as 

interruption of nest visits after failure, might not always hold across species; or that the 

duration of a complete breeding cycle may be too variable to lend itself to 

generalizations in some species; or that not knowing the exact age of the nest at 

tagging might have reduced our power to distinguish late failures from successful 

attempts that were completed in less-than-average time.  

We did not have on-ground data to validate our estimation of reproductive 

outcome for storks; however, most attempts were estimated as either P = 1 or P = 0, 

while intermediate values (between 0.25 and 0.75) were relatively rare (14 out of 109). 

This is an important result given that data for storks were at lower temporal resolution 

compared to kestrels and gulls (Table 3-1). Low temporal resolution of data in 

combination with decreasing frequency of nest visits can, in principle, increase the 

uncertainty of outcome estimation by reducing probability of visit detection especially 

towards the end of a breeding attempt (Figure 3-3). Thus, the higher proportion of 

intermediate values for estimates of breeding success probabilities we observed in 

storks compared to kestrels and gulls was to be expected, but results were still rather 

polarized, suggesting that the method is largely able to distinguish between successes 

and failures at this temporal resolution, given the frequency of nest visits in storks. 

Synthesis and Significance 

The most important implication of our work is the ability to use telemetry data to 

obtain estimates of bird reproductive outcome. Reproductive outcome is an important 

component of fitness, and estimating it from tracking data will help establish the long-

sought bridge between movement and fitness at the individual level (Nathan et al. 2008, 

Morales et al. 2010). Our method allows researchers to obtain critical information on 
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reproductive outcome for birds that nest in remote or inaccessible locations where it is 

difficult or risky to collect on-ground data (Götmark 1992, Mayer-Gross et al. 1997, 

Etterson et al. 2011, Wilmers et al. 2015). Information on reproductive outcome 

obtained from tracking data can also be combined with environmental conditions 

experienced by individual birds, not only at the nest but in other important locations 

visited during breeding attempts, such as foraging grounds (Cagnacci et al. 2010, 

Pettorelli et al. 2014). This opens new research avenues regarding links between 

components of individual fitness, movement strategies, and habitat. Important 

exceptions to the applicability of our method are precocial species and nest parasites, 

where parental care is limited or absent. Another limitation of our approach is that it 

does not provide estimation of reproductive success in terms of number of offspring, but 

only in terms of overall success or failure. Under this aspect, our method does not 

compare to the level of detail obtainable with conventional field methods.  

Besides estimating reproductive outcome, our method is useful as a tool to 

identify nest-site locations. Identifying nest sites is valuable in and of itself: for example, 

it may allow researchers to find previously unknown nesting sites in species for which 

breeding locations are partly or entirely unknown. 

Conclusions 

Our method for nest-site detection and estimation of avian reproductive outcome 

from GPS-tracking data can appeal to researchers with different objectives. First, it may 

be useful to researchers that want to investigate reproductive outcome in relation to 

movement and environmental factors away from the nest. Second, it may serve 

researchers that want to obtain data on reproductive outcome for species that are not 

easy to monitor on the ground. Third, it may be of use to researchers that want to 
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identify the location of nest sites for analyses of breeding site fidelity, nest-site selection, 

or discovery of new breeding sites. Our method can be applied both in situations of 

opportunistic use of historical tracking data or in cases where the study is explicitly 

designed with these objectives in mind. Conservation and management applications 

may both benefit from the availability of our method and its implementation in an open-

access, user-friendly R package, ‘nestR’. Knowledge of the biology and ecology of the 

target species and careful consideration of data characteristics and limitations are 

critical for successful use of the tools we presented. As technology improves and 

tracking devices are miniaturized, our method will allow researchers to identify nest 

sites and estimate reproductive outcome of an increasingly broad variety of avian 

species.  
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Table 3-1. Differences among GPS-tracking datasets for wood storks, lesser kestrels, 
and Mediterranean gulls. The datasets differ in terms of sample sizes, data 
characteristics, and species seasonality and ecology.  

 Wood stork Lesser kestrel Mediterranean 
gull 

Spatial resolution (m) 18 <10 <10 

Temporal resolution (min) 60 15 (summer)/30 
(winter) 

15 

Fix failure rate High Low Low 

Tagged at Fledging/non-
breeding 

Early nestling-
rearing 

Incubation 

Number of 
tracks  
(individual-
years) 

Total 148 56 29 

Known nest 
location 

107 50 24 

Known 
outcome 

0 21 12 

Non-
breeders 

41 (subadults) 16 (winter) 16 (winter) 

Breeding season Nov-Aug (varies with 
latitude) 

Apr-Jul Apr-Jul 

Breeding cycle (days) 110 60 60 
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Table 3-2. Performance metrics of the nest identification. Definitions are reported in 
Methods. 

 Wood stork Lesser kestrel Mediterranean gull 

Positive predictive 
value 

86.24% 100.00% 73.33% 

Sensitivity 87.85% 90.00% 91.67% 

False negative rate 12.15% 10.00% 8.33% 

False positive rate 7.32% 43.75% 0.00% 
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Figure 3-1. Workflow of the analysis to identify nest sites and estimate reproductive 

outcome from telemetry data. Part I = nest-site detection, Part II = 
reproductive-outcome estimation. The R package ‘nestR’ includes functions 
to tackle each of the steps depicted in the boxes.  
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Figure 3-2. Output of CART to discriminate nest and non-nest sites. A) Wood stork, B) 

lesser kestrel, C) Mediterranean gull. Within each node (box), the number of 
known non-nest and nest sites are reported on the left and right, respectively. 
The root node (top) is recursively split into two until the terminal nodes 
(bottom). The criterion used to split each node is shown on the corresponding 
stems (bold font). The label on each node represents the class that was 
assigned to the content of that node (nest site for “yes” boxes, non-nest site 
for “no” boxes). Thus, the number on the right in “yes” terminal nodes and the 
number on the left in “no” terminal nodes correspond to correct classifications, 
while the number on the left in “yes” terminal nodes and on the right in “no” 
terminal nodes correspond to incorrect classifications.  
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Figure 3-3. Probability of visit detection and survival through time estimated at the 
population level. Top row = detection, bottom row = survival. A) Wood stork, 
B) lesser kestrel, C) Mediterranean gull. 95% credible intervals are shaded.  
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Figure 3-4. Estimates of survival probabilities for breeding attempts. A) Wood stork, B) 

lesser kestrel, C) Mediterranean gull. For kestrels and gulls, estimates are 
plotted in relation to their true outcome. True outcome was unknown for 
storks. Raw data points are shown as dots (purple for failures, green for 
successes, gray when true outcome is unknown) overlaid to boxplots (black).   
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CHAPTER 4 
MECHANISMS FOR HUMAN-DRIVEN CHANGES OF MIGRATION PATTERNS: A 

CASE-STUDY WITH A PARTIALLY MIGRATORY WADING BIRD 

Introduction 

Animal migration as a whole is a declining phenomenon, and many of the 

reasons for this decline are linked to human activities (Wilcove and Wikelski 2008). By 

changing the environment, humans are changing the selective pressures insisting on 

migratory populations, and changes of migratory patterns are to be expected as a 

consequence (Shaw 2016). Changes of migratory patterns are being observed almost 

ubiquitously across taxa, including changes of migration timing (Butler 2003, 

Charmantier and Gienapp 2013), distance (Jones et al. 2014), and destination 

(Plummer et al. 2015); but the most generalized response to human-driven 

environmental change seems to be the decline of migration behavior in favor of 

residency (Van Leeuwen et al. 2016, Found and St. Clair 2016, Greig et al. 2017, 

Satterfield et al. 2018). Humans are causing these shifts by posing physical 

impediments, such as barriers that hamper movement (Van Leeuwen et al. 2016) and 

increase mortality (Palacín et al. 2017); or by altering resource patterns through climate 

change (Pulido 2007, Németh 2017) and food supplementation (Hebblewhite et al. 

2006, Peterson and Messmer 2007, Greig et al. 2017). Movement strategies, including 

migration, are shaped by spatio-temporal dynamics of resource availability (Van Moorter 

et al. 2013, Bastille-Rousseau et al. 2017), so it is logical that changes of resource 

patterns will result in changes of migratory patterns. In this paper, we formalize a 

conceptual framework for disentangling mechanisms for human-driven changes of 

migratory patterns, and we apply it to a partially migratory wading bird population as a 

case-study, focusing on food supplementation as a possible anthropogenic driver. 
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Human activities have increasingly provided free-ranging animals with novel food 

sources, whether intentionally or not. Feeding stations are often used as a tool for game 

management (Peterson and Messmer 2007, Jones et al. 2014, Found and St. Clair 

2016), recreational feeding associated with tourism or backyard wildlife-watching has 

become popular (Maljković and Côté 2011, Clergeau and Vergnes 2011), exotic 

ornamental species are introduced alongside their native counterparts (Satterfield et al. 

2018), and trash increasingly appears on the menu of many species that forage in 

urban parks or landfills (Ramos et al. 2009, Sha and Hanya 2013, Turrin et al. 2015). 

Urban areas are hotspots of availability of anthropogenic food sources (Rodewald and 

Gehrt 2014).  

Recent research has provided compelling and widespread evidence that 

anthropogenic food supplementation in urban areas often leads to shifts from complete 

or partial migration to residency (reviewed by Satterfield et al. 2018). However, the 

mechanisms by which these shifts happen are not well understood. First, it is unclear 

whether migratory populations become resident in response to food supplementation 

through plastic behavioral changes or evolutionary adaptation. Second, if changes of 

migratory patterns are adaptive rather than plastic, little is known about the exact 

mechanisms. For adaptive changes to happen, there needs to be, first, a difference in 

resource use whereby some use more anthropogenic resources than others; and 

second, a fitness advantage for the individuals who forego migration by relying on 

anthropogenic food. The fitness advantage could be increased survival of one or more 

age classes, increased reproductive performance, or both. Plasticity and adaptation 

may also act in concert, possibly with more plastic individuals being selectively favored 
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(Nussey et al. 2005). All in all, there is a need to shift the focus from pattern description 

to an understanding of the mechanisms by which food supplementation is affecting 

migration, so that we can predict consequences of human activities and intervene 

effectively.  

A few studies have addressed human-driven shifts of migration patterns from a 

mechanistic perspective. For example, Teitelbaum et al. (2016) showed that changes of 

migratory patterns in whooping cranes (Grus americana) are due to behavioral shifts in 

older individuals, which highlights the importance of plasticity. Partecke and Gwinner 

(2007) showed that changes of migratory propensity in European blackbirds (Turdus 

merula) in urban areas are genetically determined, but did not address the ecological 

mechanism by which selection happens. Handrigan et al. (2016) showed that a shift 

towards residency in trumpeter swans (Cygnus buccinator) is inherited and possibly 

linked to increased survival due to food subsidies. A suite of different studies on white 

storks (Ciconia ciconia) showed that a population in Spain is becoming resident due to 

the use of landfills (Gilbert et al. 2016), which is enhancing their reproduction (Tortosa 

et al. 2002) and juvenile survival (Rotics et al. 2017). Isolated pieces of evidence are 

available and suggest that both plastic and adaptive responses are possible; however, 

an explicit consideration of the mechanisms driving the disappearance of migration in 

favor of residency, which accounts for both individual differences in resource use and 

consequent fitness advantages in a cohesive framework, is so far lacking.  

In this paper, we provide a framework for addressing the mechanisms driving 

human-induced migratory shifts (Figure 3-1), and we apply it to a partially migratory bird 

population as a study model. We focused on the southeastern U.S. population of the 
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American wood stork (Mycteria americana), a large wetland-dwelling bird distributed 

east of Mississippi and south of North Carolina (Coulter et al. 1999). Migrant individuals 

spend the winter in south Florida and relocate north to other southeastern states during 

the summer, while residents stay in Florida year-round (Picardi et al. 2019a). Florida is 

one of the most populous states of the U.S., and its natural landscapes have been 

impacted by humans in many different ways, of which urbanization is only one (Marshall 

et al. 2004, Grunwald 2006, Foti et al. 2013). Humans have also strongly altered the 

dynamics of natural ecosystems, including the hydrological dynamics of the Florida 

Everglades. Historically, the Everglades constituted the breeding grounds for the bulk of 

the wood stork population (Frederick and Ogden 1997). Starting in the 1940s, humans 

began constructing a widespread network of canals across south Florida, and the 

Everglades were partly drained to make room for urban settlements (Sklar et al. 2005). 

South Florida was transformed into a mosaic of urban development and artificially 

controlled water bodies, including reservoirs for public water, retention ponds, and 

seasonally flooded agricultural fields, with the Everglades relegated to only 50% of their 

original extent (Sklar et al. 2005).  

The natural dynamics of water in the Everglades provided a mechanism for 

production and concentration of wood stork prey. During the wet season, heavy rainfall 

increased water levels enhancing productivity of fish populations (DeAngelis et al. 2010, 

Botson et al. 2016), and in the dry season, water levels dropped and concentrated fish 

(Kahl 1964, Kushlan 1986, Frederick et al. 2009). The Everglades are highly 

oligotrophic and have relatively low standing stocks of aquatic fauna (Trexler and Goss 

2009), making concentration of prey necessary to make food available to birds. Wood 
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storks are tactile foragers and almost exclusively piscivorous, and their breeding 

activities were adaptively synchronized with the pulse of fish availability in the dry 

season (Kahl 1964, Ogden et al. 1976, Kushlan 1986). Outside of the dry season, the 

Everglades provide few opportunities for foraging because the water is too deep and 

fish are too hard to catch by tactile foraging (Kahl 1964, Kushlan 1986, Gawlik 2002). 

The landscape modifications implemented in the 20th century altered natural hydrology 

dynamics so that both fish production and availability were affected, resulting in massive 

colony failures, a drastic drop in wood stork population size, and a shift of nesting to 

northern states (USFWS 1984, Frederick and Ogden 1997). This highlights how 

important breeding success is for population viability, and how critical the availability of 

abundant food is for wood storks to reproduce successfully (Frederick et al. 2009). After 

the crash, the population has been recovering since the 1980s thanks to both 

restoration efforts and expansion of the breeding range beyond south Florida (Brooks 

and Dean 2008, USFWS 2014).  

It is unclear if partial migration in wood stork pre-dated the 20th-century 

landscape changes or if it emerged in response to those. The only study addressing 

wood stork migration patterns covered the time span between 2004 and 2017 (Picardi 

et al. 2019a), long after humans started impacting the landscape, and migratory 

patterns prior to that are unknown. We cannot exclude that the population was 

historically fully migratory, and that residency may have recently emerged as an 

individual strategy thanks to the year-round availability of alternatives to natural food 

sources.  
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Scientists are collecting increasing evidence that wood storks have started to use 

novel resources of anthropogenic nature in recent times. Anthropogenic food sources 

include, but are not limited to, trash and direct hand-feeding in cities and urban parks; 

humans have also created new foraging habitat in the form of artificial bodies of water 

that are both more productive (because of nutrient discharge from cities and crops) and 

predictable (because of artificial flooding schedules) than natural wetlands in south 

Florida; in turn, the presence of larger standing stocks of prey relaxes the need for prey 

concentration via water recession. Wood storks intensively use urban ponds, canals, 

and ditches for foraging (Van Os 2008). Evans et al. (personal communication) studied 

the diet composition of wood stork nestlings in south Florida and frequently found 

human food scraps, including chicken nuggets and hot dogs; non-native fish also 

constituted a prominent part of the gut contents, abundant in both artificial and natural 

bodies of water after being released from ornamental fish tanks. The use of 

anthropogenic food sources seems to be generally on the rise among wading birds in 

the southeastern U.S.: a study by Murray et al. (2018) showed regular use of food 

subsidies by the sympatric white ibis (Eudocimus albus). To date, researchers have not 

evaluated whether the use of anthropogenic resources is associated with residency in 

these populations, nor if it carries fitness advantages that may result in evolutionary 

change of migration patterns.  

Building on the existing pieces of evidence, our objectives were to determine 

whether the use of urban foraging sites by wood storks differed between individuals with 

different migratory behavior, and if it was associated with differences in reproductive 

performance. Our approach addressed the two necessary components for a shift of 
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migratory patterns: first, differential resource selection between individuals (a source of 

variation) and second, a fitness advantage connected to the use of certain resources (a 

mechanism for selection; Figure 3-1). We assessed the first component by evaluating 

selection of foraging sites used during breeding in relation to proximity to urban areas. 

We assessed the second component by evaluating the effect of proximity to urban 

areas on reproductive performance, quantified in terms of daily nest-survival probability. 

If the use of anthropogenic food sources promotes a shift from partial migration to 

residency, we expected residents to use these resources more than migrants and to 

gain a fitness benefit in the form of higher reproductive performance. 

Methods 

Data Collection 

Wood storks were captured between 2004 and 2012 at 11 sites spread across 

their population range and equipped with solar-powered GPS tags programmed to 

collect one location per hour (Picardi et al. 2019a). Details on capture colonies, and age 

and sex composition of the sample are reported in Picardi et al. (2019a).  

Breeding Attempts 

We focused on the breeding season because of its critical importance for wood 

stork population dynamics. We identified nesting attempts within yearly individual tracks 

based on the analysis of recursive movement patterns, following a procedure described 

in Picardi et al. (2019c) and using the R package ‘nestR’ (Picardi et al. 2019b). Nests 

were identified among repeatedly visited locations based on distinctive temporal 

patterns of re-visitation, using known nesting attempts as a reference (Picardi et al. 

2019c). The algorithm returned information on the location of the nest, the temporal 

limits of the breeding attempt, and a history of nest re-visitation whereby locations within 
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an individual track are classified as either on the nest or away from it. Locations were 

classified as on the nest if they fell within the 40m buffer used to spatially define re-

visitation (Picardi et al. 2019c). We considered any location away from the nest during a 

breeding attempt as a foraging location (Figure 4-2 A).  

Migratory Behavior 

We classified individual migratory behavior in each year as either migration or 

residency using non-linear models of net squared displacement, using the R package 

‘migrateR’ (Spitz et al. 2017, Picardi et al. 2019a). We retained for further analyses any 

individual breeding attempt for which migratory behavior in the season prior to breeding 

was known. The resulting dataset consisted of 100 breeding attempts, of which 52 

associated with migration and 48 with residency prior to breeding, from 35 different 

individuals between 2006 and 2016 (Figure 4-2 B).  

Urban Areas 

Proximity to urban areas is a good proxy for the use of anthropogenic food 

sources of various nature, including landfills, artificial water bodies, and urban parks. 

We obtained information on the location of urban areas across Florida from the Florida 

Cooperative Land Cover Map, version 3.2 (Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation 

Commission and Florida Natural Areas Inventory, 2016). We defined urban land use by 

pooling together the categories labeled “high intensity urban” and “low intensity urban” 

(Figure 4-2 C), and computed distance of each foraging location from the closest urban 

patch. 

Resource-Selection Analysis 

We evaluated the effect of proximity to urban areas on selection of foraging sites 

during breeding attempts using resource selection functions (Boyce and McDonald 
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1999) implemented with generalized linear mixed models (Bolker et al. 2009). We 

evaluated resource selection by comparing used with available foraging locations. For 

each individual breeding attempt, we defined available locations by randomly placing 

points around the location of the nest (ten times as many available points as used). To 

account for constraints to availability imposed by the movement process, we simulated 

points with decreasing density as the distance from the nest increases (Forester et al. 

2009). We fitted an exponential function to the empirical distribution of foraging trip 

distances observed across all individuals to define the decay in the density of available 

points as a function of distance from nest (Appendix D). We used logistic regression 

with use versus availability as a response variable. We included distance to urban areas 

both as a linear and quadratic term, in interaction with migratory behavior, as fixed 

effects. We included the individual identity as a random effect to account for individual 

differences (Gillies et al. 2006). We evaluated model predictions at the fixed effects 

level and used bootstrapping to compute 95% confidence intervals around model 

estimates.  

Nest-Survival Analysis 

We evaluated the effect of proximity to urban areas on reproductive performance 

of wood storks using a daily nest survival model based on the history of nest re-

visitation obtained from the GPS-tracking data, specified in a Bayesian hierarchical 

modeling framework. We used daily nest survival probability as a measure of 

reproductive performance. Nests were considered alive so long as they were visited, 

and dead once visits were interrupted, while accounting for imperfect detection of nest 

visits and missing GPS fixes. We built upon the model specification described in Picardi 

et al. (2019c), where survival is modeled as a latent, unobserved process which is 
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inferred through the observed history of nest re-visitation. For each attempt, i, we 

modeled daily nest survival status, z, as a Bernoulli random variable that was a function 

of survival probability, φ, and status on the previous day: 

𝑧𝑖,𝑡 ∼ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛(𝑧𝑖,𝑡−1 × 𝜙𝑖,𝑡−1)  

Differently from the version described in Picardi et al. (2019c), we included the 

mean distance of foraging sites to urban areas, d, as a covariate by modeling probability 

of survival as a function of it using a binomial generalized linear model:  

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝜙𝑖,𝑡) = 𝛽𝜙0
+ 𝛽𝜙1

× 𝑑𝑖  

We modeled observed nest visits on each day, Y, as a binomial random variable, 

with probability of success as a function of current nest survival status, probability of 

visit detection, p, and number of GPS fixes available, N: 

𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ∼ 𝐵𝑖𝑛(𝑁𝑖,𝑡, 𝑧𝑖,𝑡 × 𝑝𝑡)  

Where the probability of detection is conditional on Nt and the nest being alive on 

that day: 

𝑝𝑡 = 𝑃𝑟(𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑|𝑧𝑡 = 1,𝑁𝑡)  

Note that, while the probability of survival is estimated at the individual-attempt 

level, the probability of visit detection is estimated at the population level. We allowed  

detection probability to vary through time by modeling it as a function of the day of the 

attempt using a binomial generalized linear model: 

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑝𝑡) = 𝛽𝑝0 + 𝛽𝑝1 × 𝑡  

We used uninformative priors on the beta parameters, specified as normal 

distributions with a mean of 0 and precision of 1e-5.  
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We fit the described model using JAGS v 4.3.0 (Plummer 2003) via the R 

package ‘rjags’ (Plummer 2018). We evaluated model predictions for daily nest survival 

probability as a function of proximity to urban areas using 95% Bayesian credible 

intervals. 

Results 

Results of the resource selection function indicated a significant difference in 

foraging site selection of migrant and resident wood storks according to distance from 

urban areas (Figure 4-3, Table 4-1). Residents selected foraging sites at distances 

between ~2 and ~16.5km from urban areas and strongly avoided foraging farther from 

those. On the contrary, migrants avoided foraging sites closer than ~7km to urban areas 

and selected for sites as far as >40km from those (Figure 4-3). We found a negative 

association between daily nest survival rate and distance to urban areas, whereby 

survival was the highest (φ = 0.99) in proximity to urban areas and quadratically 

decreased as the distance increased (βφ0 = 4.90, βφ1= -5.04 e-5; Figure 4-4). 

Discussion 

We introduced a framework for evaluating mechanisms of human-driven shifts of 

migratory patterns and applied it to a partially migratory population of wood storks in the 

southeastern U.S. as a case study. We showed that resident and migrant individuals 

within the wood stork population differ in their foraging-site selection, with residents 

selecting for sites close to urban areas and avoiding ones farther than 16.5km, and 

migrants selecting for a broad range of distances from urban areas with the exception of 

the immediate vicinity (within 7km). We showed that proximity to urban areas is 

positively associated with reproductive performance, with daily nest survival decreasing 

as distance from urban areas increased. These results quantify the two mechanistic 
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components necessary for a human-driven shift of migratory patterns towards 

residency: first, a source of variability between individuals in the use of anthropogenic 

resources; and second, a fitness advantage related to the use of such resources, in the 

form of increased reproductive performance. Our results suggest that residency might 

have emerged as an individual strategy in the wood stork population in response to the 

availability of anthropogenic resources, leading to the partial migration pattern we 

observe today. Understanding mechanisms driving migratory shifts is important to be 

able to predict population responses to human activities, and to manage these 

according to conservation objectives.  

We found that resident wood storks selected foraging sites closer to urban areas 

compared to migrants. Generally, resident individuals tended to also nest closer to 

urban areas than migrants (Figure 4-2B; Appendix D), which suggests they may be 

selecting urban habitat for breeding as well as foraging. The effect of colony placement 

is important to acknowledge because the range of foraging sites available to individual 

wood storks during breeding is, to a certain extent, constrained by nest-site selection: 

our study design took that into account by defining availability relative to the position of 

the nest. Our results quantify selection as higher (and avoidance as lower) use than 

would be expected based on chance alone given the array of foraging opportunities 

available. Our results suggest that, while residents might be taking advantage of 

anthropogenic food sources on a regular basis, migrants may be sticking to historical, 

non-urbanized foraging sites. While non-urbanized, these historical foraging grounds 

have been heavily impacted by anthropogenic interventions linked to the drainage of the 

Everglades that have exacerbated the already high year-to-year unpredictability of prey 
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availability for wood storks (Frederick and Ogden 1997, Frederick et al. 2009). 

Consequently, reliance on natural prey may have become less efficient than the 

exploitation of novel, more reliable food sources such as those available year-round and 

with no naturally-driven periodicity in urban areas. From this perspective, humans may 

be responsible for both the advantages of foraging in urban areas and the 

disadvantages of foraging in historical sites (Sklar et al. 2005).  

We found daily nest survival of wood storks to be higher in proximity to urban 

areas, presumably in relation to the consumption of anthropogenic food subsidies. The 

role of food supplementation in enhancing reproductive output of animals, especially 

birds, is not new to the literature (Richner 1992, Weiser and Powell 2010, Harrison et al. 

2010, Ruffino et al. 2014). Similarly, other fitness benefits, including increased adult and 

juvenile survival, have also been observed in several species in response to food 

supplementation (Robb et al. 2008). Different fitness advantages are not mutually 

exclusive: increased use of urban areas could result in both increased survival of one or 

more age classes and increased reproduction. In this study, we were only able to 

measure differences in wood stork daily nest survival, but additional and unmeasured 

fitness effects may be acting in concert. Furthermore, we estimated nest survival as a 

binary outcome but we had no information on brood size, and thus we were not able to 

account for possible differences in fecundity.  

Increased individual fitness due to anthropogenic food supplementation can have 

important demographic consequences (Robb et al. 2008). In the case of wood storks, 

residents may provide a demographic reservoir for the population, which might be 

especially important in years where prey production in the Everglades is low and 
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foraging conditions in non-urbanized sites are suboptimal. In profitable years, colony 

productivity in natural sites can numerically dominate recruitment; however, these 

profitable years are relatively infrequent. Anthropogenic food sources might buffer the 

stochasticity of natural environments and substantially support the population in 

otherwise bad years. At the same time, increased consumption of anthropogenic food 

sources by wildlife is associated with many risks. Ingestion of plastic (Katlam et al. 

2018), increased pathogen transmission (Hernandez et al. 2016, Murray et al. 2016, 

Brown and Hall 2018), exacerbated human-wildlife conflicts (Dubois and Fraser 2013, 

Newsome and Van Eeden 2017), and biotic homogenization (McKinney 2006) are all 

documented consequences of food supplementation in urban areas.  

Altogether, our findings provide a mechanism for changes of migratory patterns 

linked to the use of anthropogenic food sources. Resident wood storks may have an 

advantage over migrants by exploiting supplemental food in urban areas, and they 

might achieve better reproductive performance because of that. If migratory behavior is 

genetically controlled, residents may become more prevalent in the population as a 

result of higher fitness. We were not able to confirm that genetics is responsible of 

migratory behavior in wood storks, but individual migratory choices are for the most part 

consistent across years (Picardi et al. 2019a), which supports the hypothesis of intrinsic 

qualities being at play. Even if some degree of plasticity is involved, more plastic 

individuals may be more prone to experimenting with novel resources and to stick to 

innovative behavior if it proves successful (Lowry et al. 2013). Our findings support the 

idea that wood storks may have become partially migratory in response to human-

driven environmental change. While we are not able to directly demonstrate that, we 
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provide evidence that a mechanism for a switch of migratory patterns is already in 

place. Ultimately, the interplay between individual fitness, relative proportions of 

migrants and residents, and the carrying capacity of non-urban foraging sites in 

favorable years is going to determine whether partial migration is maintained or will 

transition towards complete residency in the future. A chicken-or-egg question remains 

about whether resident wood storks are resident because they forage in urban areas, or 

if they forage in urban areas because they are residents; however, our results provide a 

potential mechanism for the former but not the latter, making it a plausible conclusion. 

Our findings are compatible with the hypothesis that partial migration can be an 

intermediate evolutionary stage for populations that are transitioning from complete 

migration to residency, or vice-versa (Berthold 2001, Pulido 2011). Recent literature has 

shown that such changes can happen relatively quickly in response to rapid, human-

driven environmental change (Sutherland 1998, Fiedler 2003, Pulido and Berthold 

2010). 

Conclusions 

Future research should strive to move beyond the description of patterns and 

gain a deeper understanding of mechanisms driving changes of animal migratory 

strategies. Knowing the population-specific mechanisms underlying human-induced 

migratory shifts is important because it gives us the ability to make accurate predictions 

and intervene when needed. A mechanistic understanding is necessary to predict the 

effects of anthropogenic pressure on migratory populations and manage human 

activities according to conservation objectives. The unintended consequences of the 

decline of migration can be far-reaching: losing migration entails the loss of the many 

ecosystem services that come with it (Wilcove and Wikelski 2008, Bauer and Hoye 
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2014). Migratory populations are responsible for transport of nutrients, energy, 

pathogens, parasites, and seeds across the globe, and they establish key trophic 

interactions in the communities they encounter along their routes (Bauer and Hoye 

2014). Many have argued that, rather than conserving populations only, scientists and 

managers should be concerned with conserving ecological processes (Ricklefs et al. 

1984, Pickett et al. 1992, Smith et al. 1996); an improved understanding of the 

mechanisms driving the current decline of migration will be essential to preserve the 

functionality of many ecosystems.  
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Table 4-1. Results of Resource Selection Function for foraging sites used by wood 
storks during breeding as a function of distance to urban areas and migratory 
behavior. The model is implemented using mixed-effects logistic regression. 
Marginal pseudo-R2 = 0.014; conditional pseudo-R2 = 0.015. 

Variable β SE p-value 

(Intercept) -2.36 0.02 <0.001 

Distance to urban 0.21 0.02 <0.001 

Resident 0.27 0.03 <0.001 

Distance to urban^2 -0.04 0.00 <0.001 

Distance to urban * Resident 0.20 0.02 <0.001 

Distance to urban^2 * Resident -0.32 0.02 <0.001 
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Figure 4-1. Conceptual framework illustrating mechanisms of human-induced migratory 

shifts. The introduction of an anthropogenic driver can result in changes of 
migratory patterns through two main pathways: plasticity or adaptation. 
Plasticity entails behavioral changes within the course of a lifetime, while 
adaptation implies inheritance of behavioral traits. The two necessary 
components for adaptation to occur are a source of behavioral variability 
between individuals and fitness consequences associated with different 
behaviors. Mechanisms are illustrated with four simplified examples from the 
literature on human-induced migratory shifts.  
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Figure 4-2. Maps of wood stork foraging locations, nesting locations, and Florida urban 

areas. A) Foraging locations used by wood storks during breeding attempts; 
B) Nesting locations for migrant (n = 52, blue) and resident (n = 48, green) 
wood storks; C) Urban areas across the state of Florida.  
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Figure 4-3. Model predictions of Resource Selection Function for foraging sites used by 

wood storks during breeding attempts as a function of distance to urban areas 
and migratory behavior. The model is implemented using mixed-effects 
logistic regression. Migrants in blue, residents in green. Solid line indicates 
mean predictions, ribbon indicates 95% confidence intervals. Rug plot at the 
top and bottom indicates distribution of data points (residents in green, 
migrants in blue).   
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Figure 4-4. Model predictions of daily nest survival as a function of distance to urban 

areas. The model is implemented in a Bayesian hierarchical modeling 
framework. Solid line indicates mean predictions, ribbon indicates 95% 
credible intervals. Rug plot at the top indicates density of data points.  
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CHAPTER 5 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation addressed the adaptive significance of partial migration in a 

subtropical wading bird, the wood stork, in a human-impacted landscape. First, I 

established the status of the population as partially migratory by quantifying differences 

in migratory behavior between individuals (Chapter 2). Then, by applying a method I 

developed to estimate avian reproductive outcome from movement data (Chapter 3), I 

established a link between wood stork migratory behavior and reproductive fitness, 

mediated by habitat selection (Chapter 4).  

When evaluating habitat selection in Chapter 4, I focused on differences in 

selection of foraging sites during the breeding season as a function of their distance to 

urban areas. The choice to focus on this aspect of habitat selection stemmed from the 

observation of the different annual distribution patterns of migrants and residents across 

the landscape; results of Chapter 2 showed that, while migrants spend winter in the 

Everglades and summer in the northern portion of the population range (Georgia, South 

and North Carolina, and the Gulf Coast), residents are concentrated in the proximity of 

urban areas in Florida year-round. I wanted to evaluate whether this difference in 

distribution was also matched by a difference in the selection of foraging sites, with 

residents foraging in more urbanized areas than migrants do. The final results 

confirmed that individuals with different migratory behavior also differ in their propensity 

to forage in sites that are close to urbanization, which in turn are associated with better 

reproductive performance.  

Contributions of this work are three-fold: first, my results improve our 

understanding of wood stork ecology. To date, large-scale movement patterns of wood 
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storks had not been quantified, and the population had not been recognized as partially 

migratory. There had been no evidence that different individuals in the population differ 

in their propensity to forage in urban areas, nor that foraging in urban areas during the 

breeding season can bring fitness advantages. These new pieces of information have 

implications for wood stork conservation and management. Mainly, these results 

suggest that a suite of actions (including but not limited to restoring the functionality of 

historical breeding grounds in the Everglades, which remains the main goal) can be 

taken in concert to help conserve the wood stork population. Wood stork conservation in 

the current human-impacted Southeast is probably best achieved by a combination of 

actions geared towards both the restoration of historical breeding grounds and the 

maintenance or creation of opportunities for nesting and foraging in newly exploited 

areas, including urbanized ones. Scientists and conservation practitioners working on 

conserving the wood stork population have long recognized the importance of 

preserving wetlands in the northern part of the range, where breeding activities did not 

use to occur in historical times but that today support a substantial portion of the 

breeding population (Ogden et al. 1987). Similarly, explicitly including management of 

urban areas for wood stork breeding and foraging may be beneficial to the population. 

While acknowledging and even promoting the reliance of part of the wood stork 

population on anthropogenic structures and resources may seem unnatural, we 

probably have to come to terms with the fact that a fully non-urbanized wood stork 

population will not be a reality in the next decades. Rather, there are ways to make the 

most of human-induced modifications of wood stork ecology: if the reproductive 

contribution of urban-adjusted individuals buffers the population against environmental 
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stochasticity in natural foraging sites, the use of urban areas for breeding by some 

individuals may turn out to be an overall advantage for the population. However, 

realistic predictions of the possible contribution of urban areas in supporting the 

population will require filling some critical knowledge gaps that remain. These include 

the effect of foraging-site location on food quality in urban versus non-urban colonies, 

which in turn may affect post-fledging survival; the effect of increased opportunities for 

the spread of parasites and pathogens on survival of urban fledglings compared to non-

urban ones; finally, an accurate estimation of the relative proportion of individuals 

breeding in urban versus non-urban colonies is lacking, but it is necessary to assess 

how individual differences in fitness might scale up to the population level in terms of 

net demographic effects. 

Second, this dissertation brings a contribution to our ability to link animal 

movement with fitness. Bridging the gap between movement and fitness is one of the 

major challenges that movement ecologists today are trying to address (Morales et al. 

2010). The method presented in Chapter 3 contributes to this effort, by providing a way 

to estimate individual reproductive outcome from the analysis of movement trajectories 

and allowing researchers to relate movement strategies, space use, and habitat 

selection to their fitness consequences using a single set of data. The wealth of avian 

tracking data made available by scientists worldwide is constantly growing and 

providing unprecedented insight on the movement ecology of birds, including cryptic 

species or those inhabiting remote and inaccessible areas. Being able to use these 

existing (as well as newly-collected) tracking data not only for movement per se, but 

also to estimate reproduction and survival would be invaluable. While the application of 
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movement data to estimating individual survival is not new (Heisey and Fuller 1985, 

Bennetts et al. 1999, Powell et al. 2000), few have attempted to estimate reproductive 

parameters (but see DeMars et al. 2013), hence the novelty of my contribution. From 

the individual level, extrapolation to the population level is also possible. Some issues 

remain with possible sources of bias, for example those due to the probability of missing 

early failures when detecting nesting attempts, which is akin to a long-known problem in 

field data-based estimations of nest survival (Mayfield 1975, Johnson 1979, Hensler 

and Nichols 1981). Accounting for biases may be possible with careful design and 

statistical improvements, and if accomplished, tools like the one presented in Chapter 3 

can be used to estimate population-level demographic parameters from individual-level 

fitness measures obtained from tracking data.  

Third, this dissertation brings a contribution to our understanding of animal 

migratory strategies, specifically partial migration. We knew that partial migration is 

adaptive in variable and unpredictable environments, where the availability of resources 

is seasonal but also not guaranteed from one year to the next (Newton 2012). One 

hypothesis is that partial migration may work as a bet-hedging strategy at the population 

level; the coexistence of migrants and residents might help counterbalance 

demographic losses (low survival or reproduction) when conditions are sub-optimal for a 

portion of the population. On the long run, partially migratory populations might persist 

thanks to the fact that, when migrants fail to survive or reproduce because of 

unpredictably bad conditions, residents may provide a demographic reservoir, and vice-

versa. The findings I presented in Chapter 4 are compatible with this idea. In the wood 

stork population, residents seem to constitute a smaller but reliable source of 
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recruitment, while the success of migrants in bringing new individuals to the population 

might be more unpredictable – but potentially numerically overwhelming when 

conditions are favorable. The evidence I presented in this dissertation supports the idea 

that partial migration may be adaptive, even in the face of emerging selective pressures, 

because it combines high-reward/high-uncertainty behavioral strategies with lower-

reward/low-uncertainty ones.  

Gaps that remain open in our understanding of wood stork partial migration 

provide exciting possibilities for future research directions. One fundamental missing 

piece has to do with the heritability of individual behavioral characteristics, including 

migratory behavior. This question could not be answered in the context of this 

dissertation because I did not have genetics data and did not track related individuals. 

Consequently, I could not draw any definitive conclusions as to whether migratory 

behavior is genetically determined, and therefore, whether it is evolvable or not. While 

results of Chapter 4 are sufficient to demonstrate that migratory behavior is under 

natural selection, only demonstrating heritability can confirm that it also undergoes 

evolution.  

Another knowledge gap and possible future research direction is related to 

behavioral syndromes (Sih et al. 2004). My results show that individual variation is 

adaptive in wood storks; however, I only looked at two behavioral traits: migratory 

behavior and habitat selection for urban foraging sites. These two behavioral traits are 

correlated at the individual level in wood storks, but we do not know whether they are 

part of a broader behavioral syndrome that could include other aspects of individual 

personality. For example, other behavioral traits that could be investigated are: the 
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propensity for novelty (for instance, measured as the tendency to explore new foraging 

or breeding locations); the degree of optimality in foraging behavior (for instance, 

measured as individual-specific giving-up density); or aggressiveness (for instance, 

measured as the individual tendency to build a nest ex-novo versus taking over an 

occupied one, a behavior frequently documented by other studies in wood storks; e.g., 

Bryan and Coulter 1991, Bruant et al. 2019). An improved understanding of what 

behavioral traits correlate with one another will bring important insight into the 

evolutionary value of individual heterogeneity in wild populations.  

Finally, while the temporal extent of the current tracking dataset is not sufficient 

to assess whether changes of migratory patterns have already occurred or are 

occurring, it would be interesting to keep monitoring the wood stork population and see 

if a shift towards increased residency will truly happen in the next decades, as my 

findings suggest is possible. This highlights the importance of long-term monitoring to 

move from indication to evidence, which is true not only in this study case but almost 

universally in ecology (Franklin 1989, Magnuson 1990, Clutton-Brock and Sheldon 

2010). Long-term monitoring is of paramount importance to provide compelling 

evidence of ongoing effects of human activities and environmental change on wildlife 

populations (Turner et al. 2003, Lindenmayer et al. 2012), which is fundamental to 

leverage attention and funding for conservation.
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APPENDIX A 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF CONSTRAINT VALUES FOR NET SQUARED 

DISPLACEMENT MODELS 

For the analyses described in Chapter 2, we enforced a spatial and a temporal 

constraint in the migrant model of Net Squared Displacement by specifying the 

minimum value of two model parameters, the distance between migratory ranges and 

the time spent on the second range. The spatial constraint is the minimum distance an 

individual had to move to be considered a migrant. In our models, we used a value of 

260 km. The temporal constraint is the minimum time an individual had to spend in the 

second range to be considered a migrant. In our models, we used a value of 60 days. 

Spatial and temporal constraints were applied simultaneously in our models. To ensure 

that the classification was not affected by the chosen values, we performed a sensitivity 

analysis on parameter values. We identified a biologically relevant range of values for 

each constraining parameter. We compared classifications of individual-years resulting 

from using different values within this range for each of the two parameters, while 

keeping the other fixed (at 260 km or 60 days). For the spatial constraint, we considered 

values between 140 km and 500 km, by increments of 30 km. We placed the lower 

bound of the range at 140 km because wood storks have been observed to travel as far 

as 130 km from their breeding colony to foraging grounds on a daily scale. Therefore, 

any value lower than 140 km did not make sense for targeting migratory movements. 

We chose 500 km as an upper bound because that was approximately the average 

migration distance we identified during visual inspection of the data. For the temporal 

constraint, we considered values between 30 and 90 days, by increments of 10 days. 

We chose 30 days as a lower bound because we found that excursions lasting as long 

as several weeks were not uncommon during visual inspection of the data. Unlike 
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migrations, excursions lack repeatability and are often at a shorter spatial scale than 

migrations. We chose 90 days as an upper bound because that was approximately the 

average time we observed wood storks to spend in the summer range during visual 

inspection of the data (while they would generally spend longer in the winter range).  

Results of the classification corresponding to the use of each possible value of 

spatial and temporal threshold are reported in Table A-1 and Table A-2, respectively. 

For the purpose of this analysis and for simplicity, we only compared the classifications 

of individual-years for which all models converged at the first iteration (127 and 129 

individual-years out of 200 in the case of the spatial and temporal constraint, 

respectively). Out of 127 individual-years, 108 were consistently classified across the 

entire range of values considered for the spatial parameter. Out of the 19 that were 

classified inconsistently, 6 were migrants that failed to be recognized as such for values 

above 410 km, because the spatial scale of their migration was lower than the threshold 

(but larger than 380 km); 8 were residents that failed to be recognized as such for 

values below 230 km, because their daily movements sometimes exceeded that spatial 

scale (but not 260 km). The remaining 5 individuals were correctly classified as migrants 

for low threshold values (between 260 and 290 km) and erroneously classified as 

residents for large values (between 320 and 350 km). Therefore, the classification 

resulted generally robust between values of 230 and 410 km, with only ~4% of 

individual-years classified inconsistently within this range. Within this robust range, the 

classification of the inconsistent ~4% individual-years was correct for values lower than 

290 km. This supports the use of 260 km as the optimal spatial threshold value to use in 

the models of migratory behavior. Out of 129 individual-years, 127 were consistently 
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classified across the entire range of values considered for the temporal parameter. Out 

of the remaining 2, one was a migrant that failed to be recognized as such for values 

greater than 80 days. The last individual-year was one of the controversial cases that 

continuously performed non-migratory large scale movements and that we manually 

assigned to the resident category (see Chapter 2, Methods). Thus, the classification 

was highly robust for the entire range of values considered, and unanimous for values 

between 30 and 80 days. Overall, results of the sensitivity analysis demonstrate the 

robustness of our approach, while highlighting variability of the spatial scale of migratory 

movements in wood storks. This underlines the usefulness and appropriateness of 

combining a spatial constraint with a temporal constraint, as the latter helps resolving 

distinctions between migratory and non-migratory movements that would be difficult to 

disentangle using a spatial criterion alone. 
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Table A-1. Results of the classification of wood stork individual-years deriving from the 
use of different values as a spatial threshold for migratory movements. We 
used values ranging between 140 and 500 km, by increments of 30 km. The 
temporal threshold was fixed at 60 days. 

Spatial threshold (km) Number of migrants Number of residents 

140 71 58 

170 70 59 

200 65 64 

230 63 66 

260 61 68 

290 59 70 

320 59 70 

350 57 72 

380 57 72 

410 54 75 

440 55 74 

470 51 78 

500 50 79 
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Table A-2. Results of the classification of wood stork individual-years deriving from the 
use of different values as a temporal threshold for migratory movements. We 
used values ranging between 30 and 90 days, by increments of 10 days. The 
spatial threshold was fixed at 260 km. 

Temporal threshold (days) Number of migrants Number of residents 

30 62 67 

40 62 67 

50 62 67 

60 61 68 

70 61 68 

80 61 68 

90 60 69 
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APPENDIX B 
STARTING VALUES FOR NET SQUARED DISPLACEMENT MODEL PARAMETERS 

The method we used for the classification of migratory behavior relies on the 

estimation of model parameters, which include the the midpoint of the departing 

migratory movement, the duration of the migratory movement, the permanence time in 

the arrival range, the distance between seasonal ranges (in the case of the migratory 

model), and the average NSD of the resident range and the rate of the initial NSD 

increase (in the case of the resident model). If starting values for these parameters are 

not specified by the user, functions in the package migrateR will estimate them based 

on an internal optimization algorithm. Poor correspondence between starting values of 

model parameters and the data can impede model convergence. When the models are 

applied to behaviorally heterogeneous data a single set of starting values for model 

parameters will likely not be sufficient to ensure convergence of all models. Therefore, a 

new set of starting values for model parameters can be manually specified in a step-

wise process, progressively increasing the number of models that converge until they all 

do. In our study, 120 models out of 200 converged after the first iteration, and all models 

converged after 21 iterations with a different set of starting values. We report the sets of 

starting values we used in Table B-1. 
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Table B-1. Starting parameter values used in our analysis to progressively improve 
model convergence until full convergence. Sets of values are reported in the 
order in which we used them.  

 

Distance between 
ranges (km) 

Mean NSD of starting 
range (km2) 

Time to complete ½ to 
¾ of migratory 
movement (days) 

Failed convergences 
(n) 

Not specified Not specified Not specified 80 

260 Not specified Not specified 73 

300 Not specified Not specified 67 

400 Not specified Not specified 66 

500 Not specified Not specified 64 

550 Not specified Not specified 63 

Not specified 100 Not specified 36 

Not specified 400 Not specified 24 

Not specified 900 Not specified 18 

Not specified 1600 Not specified 15 

Not specified 3600 Not specified 13 

Not specified 4900 Not specified 10 

Not specified 8100 Not specified 8 

Not specified 10000 Not specified 7 

Not specified 14400 Not specified 6 

Not specified 28900 Not specified 5 

Not specified Not specified 3 4 

Not specified Not specified 12 3 

Not specified Not specified 13 2 

Not specified 100000 Not specified 1 

Not specified 650000 Not specified 0 
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APPENDIX C 
INDIVIDUAL-YEARS DISCARDED FROM ANALYSES OF MIGRATION PATTERNS 

We discarded 12 individual-years from subsequent analyses in Chapter 2 

because the temporal extent or arrangement of their data did not allow us to 

unequivocally classify them (Figure C-1 A-L).   
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Figure C-1. Annual time-series of Net Squared Displacement for the 12 discarded 

individual-years. These were discarded from the final sample due to 
insufficient temporal cover of the data. We were unable to unequivocally 
classify these individual-years as either migrants or residents and we 
therefore excluded them from further analyses.   
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APPENDIX D 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR THE ANALYSES OF THE EFFECT OF URBAN 
AREAS ON WOOD STORK FORAGING-SITE SELECTION AND NEST SURVIVAL 

 
Figure D-1. Density plot of distance of nests to urban areas in wood storks. Migrant = 

blue, resident = green.   
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Figure D-2. Generation of available foraging locations based on the empirical 

distribution of foraging trip distances. A) Empirical distribution of foraging trip 
distances, i.e., distance of nest to used foraging sites (black density line). 
Fitted exponential distribution (rate = 0.048) is overlaid (red line). We used the 
fitted exponential distribution to define the probability to simulate available 
points at different distances from the nest. B) Results: distribution of distances 
of simulated available points from nest. Exponential distribution (rate = 0.048) 
fitted to empirical distribution is overlaid (red line).  
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Figure D-3. Density plots of distance of foraging sites to urban areas. A) Distance of 

used foraging sites to urban areas for migrant (blue) and resident (green) 
wood storks. B) Distance of available foraging sites to urban areas for migrant 
(blue) and resident (green) wood storks.  
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Figure D-4. Density plots of distance of foraging sites to urban areas for each individual 

breeding attempt. Colored density curve represents used points, gray density 
curve represents available points. Migrants are in blue, residents in green. 
The vertical line indicates the distance of the nest to urban areas.  
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Figure D-5. Diagnostic autocorrelation plots for daily nest survival model. Top row: 

autocorrelation plot for βφ0; A) MCMC chain 1, B) MCMC chain 2, C) MCMC 
chain 3. Bottom row: autocorrelation plot for βφ1; A) MCMC chain 1, B) MCMC 
chain 2, C) MCMC chain 3.  
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Figure D-6. Diagnostic traceplots for daily nest survival model. A) Traceplot of MCMC 

convergence for βφ0; B) traceplot of MCMC convergence for βφ1.   
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Figure D-7. Diagnostic density plots for daily nest survival model. A) Density plot of βφ0; 

B) Density plot of βφ1.  
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